


Who else is egg-cited for upcoming Easter?

Check out the selection of personalized sweets for EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/catalog/easter-sweets/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en


What will you find in our sweet catalog?

Pola Augustynowicz illustrates articles and books, designs posters, packaging and patterns 
for textiles, conducts workshops and participates in design fairs and exhibitions. 
Winner of numerous competitions and graphic biennales. She is also a founding member 
of the “HOW MANY OF US” group.

Kasia M. Kostecka, historian, press and book illustrator, hiking enthusiast. Using ink, gouache 
and crayons, he puts ordinary and crazy stories on paper. He creates illustrations for books 
and press, and cooperates, among others, with Newsweek Psychologia Magazine, Kontakt 
Magazine and Varsovianer.

Joanna Gębal creates illustrations for books and magazines, designs murals and patterns 
for fabrics and packaging. Her illustrations appeared at exhibitions in Montpellier, Tokyo, 
Milwaukee, Chicago, Kiev, Frankfurt, and Bologna. Awarded three times in the Advertising 
Creators Club competition in the Illustration category.
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Dear Customers,
As a leading producer of advertising sweets, we are thrilled to introduce our latest 

o�erings for 2024 under the SLODKIE brand. Our newest catalog showcases
an array of innovative sweets and imaginative personalization options.

Explore our fresh catalog, unveiling over 150 ground-
breaking products! Each item in our collection is meti-
culously crafted using premium-quality ingredients, 
ensuring an unparalleled taste experience.

Marking a significant milestone, our comprehensive 
chocolate confectionery line now features individual 
pralines and chocolates adorned with logos directly 
imprinted on the aluminum foil. This pioneering appro-
ach to personalization stands as a noteworthy 
addition to our product range.

We're excited to announce the expansion of our deli-
cacies range. Indulge in the sweet variety, enveloped 
in rich dark chocolate with delightful embellishments. 
Additionally, we introduce brand new savory flavors - 
ideal for the warmer months. Orange zest enhancing 
dessert chocolate infused with Earl Grey, redcurrant 
complementing white chocolate, or hazelnut paired 
with matcha in white chocolate. These are just 3 of the 
over 20 exquisite flavors featured in our delicacies 
collection. We're more than happy to curate a selec-
tion of nuts and fruits coated in various chocolate types 
with an array of original additives upon request.

Anna Garmada
CEO

We proudly present a delectable novelty in the 
promotional sweets sphere: aromatic marzipan now 
available in two distinct flavors - infused with either 
Cointreau liqueur or Baileys liqueur and enrobed in 
chocolate.

As connoisseurs of artisanal caramel, we've expanded 
our repertoire by introducing new fruit juice flavors.

Discover our latest addition: the all-new gingerbread 
assortment featuring the timeless flavor of traditional 
gingerbread.

Our packaging embodies sustainability by employing 
compostable, biodegradable materials. Pioneering in 
eco-conscious practices, we proudly present our small 
chocolates (5 and 10g) enclosed in entirely biodegra-
dable packaging.

We wish you a prosperous 2024, brimming with success 
and unforgettable moments worth celebrating! 

Warm regards,
Anna Garmada, CEO
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Who are we?

360O

We’re a manufacturer of advertising sweets, which has

been creating personalized and highest quality gifts

for over 27 years. Our Chocolate and Caramel Shop

creates the widest o�er of advertising sweets

in Europe! Products made by SLODKIE, valued

by global brands from various industries, successfully

participate in campaigns of the largest global brands.

Sweetness tailored to your business!

We have more than 600 products, ranging from

chocolates and cookies, through candies, lollipops,

chewing gums to elegant pralines and tru�es.

All candies have their own range of flavors, colors

and packaging, giving almost infinite possibilities!

At the customer's request, we also create fully persona-

lized products not only in terms of packaging, form

or color, but also taste or preferred filling.

What occasion is good for... a sweet gift?

We know that positive emotions are as important

as excellent sales results, and there are countless

reasons to celebrate. From a successful contract

to fruitful cooperation or another shared success!

In SLODKIE you will find sweets for every occasion.

LOGO

packaging 
personalization

product 
personalization

production of the 
product directly 
after the order

preparation for 
shipment according 

to address lists

dedicated 
customer service 

specialist

packaging design 
and print

confectionery

preparation 
of graphic 
creations

transport 
using eco-friendly 

carriers



We’re constantly
working to ensure that

the labels of our products
are clean and their

compositions are shorter
and shorter. As a result,

we can o�er certified
vegan products,

without dairy, gluten
or artificial

preservatives.

Our caramel is a fully
craft production!

It’s handmade without
the addition of artificial

flavors, colors
or preservatives.

All chocolates are
produced in cooperation

with Barry Callebaut
FINEST BELGIAN CHOCO-
LATE, thanks to which our
products are characteri-
zed not only by excellent
taste and composition,
but also by the highest

quality.

We pour out
the chocolate and cook
the caramel only after

the order by the customer.

Every day, everyone pays attention to the freshness of the food products purchased in stores. At SLODKIE,

we believe that the same iron rule applies to advertising sweets! That is why, we do everything to o�er impeccable

freshness of products that reach our customers every day.

Closer to the nature

How do we do it?
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We pack the sweets
in personalized packa-
ging immediately after

their production.

This ensures you
get the freshest

product with the longest
possible shelf life.

The whole process from
design to shipment takes

place under one roof,
so we have everything

under strict control.
We meet the highest

standards of food
production safety,

confirmed by the interna-
tional IFS Food certificate.

We prepare
all packaging in our

printing house, thanks
to which we can o�er

fast delivery!
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SINGLE MELT CHOCOLATE 
COLLECTION



cat. no.: 0535
Exuding timeless charm, our heart-shaped cherry-filled 
chocolate praline stands out as an endearing sweet gift 
for customers, sta�, or clients.

Each meticulously crafted praline is elegantly wrapped in foil 
and adorned with your company logo in a seamlessly repe-
atable design. 

Our commitment to excellence extends to the chocolate itself, 
sourced from Top Gourmet chocolate certified by Cocoa 
Horizons. This certification ensures the sustainability of our 
ingredients. This product is free from palm oil, preservatives, 
artificial flavors, or fragrances.

These personalized chocolates serve as an exquisite display 
at your reception, warmly welcoming customers. Additionally, 
they serve as delightful add-ons to orders from your shop, 
make perfect inclusions in welcome packs for new employees, 
or o�er a sweet indulgence to visitors at your exhibition stand.

Make sure you order the perfect quantity of these heart-sha-
ped delights to seize every opportunity to impress the custo-
mers.

PRALINE VELVET HEART 
LOGO

In these products, we o�er 
printing on the foil 

in the form of a repeating pattern 

cat. no.: 0536
Introducing a year-round delight: our Cocoa Horizons certified 
milk chocolate sphere encapsulating a delectable hazelnut 
filling.

Each praline is meticulously ensconced in silver foil, adorned 
with a repeating design - be it your company logo or any 
bespoke graphic. This decorative touch transforms the packa-
ging into a prime advertising canvas, distinguishing itself 
through originality and drawing attention - essential qualities 
in our promotional sweets.

Beyond its exquisite taste, this chocolate masterpiece doubles 
as a brilliant and unique corporate gift idea. Seamlessly 
integrate it into orders dispatched to customers, or present it 
as a charming treat for visitors at your trade fair booth. 
The versatility of this distinctive product makes it an ideal 
promotional gadget suitable for diverse occasions associated 
with your company.

PRALINE SWEET SPHERE 
LOGO 
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/praline-velvet-heart-logo/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0535&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/praline-sweet-sphere-logo/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0536&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate


In these products, we o�er 
printing on the foil 

in the form of a repeating pattern 

cat. no.: 0170

MINI CHOCOLATE 
SWEET STAR 4 G

cat. no.: 0470

MINI CHOCOLATE 
SWEET FLOWER 6 G

cat. no.: 0169
The Chocolate Heart - a charming corporate sweet gift that 
boasts versatile utility.

Made of Top Gourmet chocolate certified by Cocoa Horizons. 
These delightful, petite chocolates serve as perfect add-ons 
to orders from your online store or as an enticing display 
in a glass bowl at your reception.

Moreover, they present an excellent choice for sweet indulgen-
ce at trade shows, conferences, and corporate events. 
Don't forget to include them in your welcome pack for new 
employees!

Each chocolate piece is wrapped in foil adorned with a custo-
mizable repeating design - and that design could be your very 
own logo.

Elevate your brand with an eye-catching, small yet sweet 
corporate gift, fostering delightful associations with your 
brand.

MINI CHOCOLATE 
SWEET HEART 5 G
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/mini-chocolate-sweet-heart-5-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0169&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/mini-chocolate-sweet-star-4-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0170&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/mini-chocolate-sweet-flower-6-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0470&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate


In these products, we o�er 
printing on the foil 

in the form of a repeating pattern 

CHOCOLATE BALL 
WITH LOGO 30 G
cat. no.: 0133
Round-shaped chocolate serves as a delightful 
and versatile promotional gadget suitable for 
year-round use. Whether treating guests at 
a company event or incorporating them into 
a promotional campaign, these sweets leave 
a lasting impression.

Crafted from premium gourmet chocolate of the 
highest quality, certified by Cocoa Horizons, 
assured that sustainability is at the heart of these 
delectable treats.

Encased in foil, each chocolate boasts a printed 
logo in a repeatable design - a clever way to 
maximize exposure within a limited space. This 
unique customization ensures your brand stands 
out, even in the smallest details.

CHOCOLATE EGG 
WITH LOGO 30 G
cat. no.: 0134
Velvety chocolate egg: an inventive yet simple 
corporate delight, transcending its association 
solely with Easter.

This gem is made from the finest Top Gourmet 
chocolate, an indulgence evident in every 
decadent bite. 

Opt for sweet connections and superior quality 
- gift your customers, clients, and business 
partners this sumptuous chocolate experience.

Each egg, ensconced in foil, is adorned with 
a recurring design print. Upon request, we're 
delighted to incorporate your brand logo onto 
the packaging.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-ball-with-logo-30-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0133&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-egg-with-logo-30-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0134&utm_content=collection_single_melt_chocolate


CHOCO4MAT COLLECTION



Your logo on chocolate? It's possible!

DISCOVER THE CHOCO4MAT LINE
The sweetest advertising space you can imagine! Your logo and message embossed on cho-

colate. Choose your favorite chocolate shape from our o�er or tell us what new, 
individual form we should create especially for you. 

Choco4Mat is a line in which we give real shapes to your sweet ideas!

Choose 1 of over 30 
available chocolate 

shapes.

In the output product, 
both the chocolate 

and the packaging are 
fully customizable. 

Send us the logo and graphic 
design you want to put on 

the packaging 
and chocolate. 

At no additional cost, 
our graphic department will 

prepare a packaging 
and chocolate design 

proposal especially for you.

Your FINAL product 
is fully personalized.

Haven't found 
your shape?  

As a manufacturer, 
we can design 

and create 
your custom 

chocolate format!

Output product Your final product
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Check out the available shapes

cat. no.: 0378/HEART

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI HEART

cat. no.: 0378/I LIKE IT

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI I LIKE IT

cat. no.: 0378/CIRCLE 
The Choco4Mat Mini series stands out in the promotio-
nal confectionery market, o�ering a variety of chocolate 
bars in innovative shapes that have garnered reco-
gnition. While one of our o�erings is the circle, 
the creative possibilities are endless - share your vision, 
and we'll transform it into a delectable chocolate shape!

Each bar can be personalized with your company logo, 
preferred text, or graphics, ensuring a bespoke touch. 
Beyond the choice of shape, our Choco4Mat Mini Line 
presents a palette of up to 10 distinct chocolate flavors 
to cater to varied tastes.

Our chocolate shapes are safeguarded within R-PET 
(80% recycled PET) molds and packaged in FSC-certified 
materials. Choose from white, kraft, or ecru paper 
- opting for the most eco-friendly option, crafted 
with grass fibers. The windowed packaging flawlessly 
showcases the chocolate.

Embrace the opportunity to personalize the packaging 
further by incorporating your logo, graphics, photo, 
or slogan. 

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI CIRCLE
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-circle/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/circle&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-heart/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/heart&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-i-like-it/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/i like it&utm_content=collection_choco4mat


Check out the available shapes

cat. no.: 0378/PUZZLE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI PUZZLE

cat. no.: 0378/HOUSE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI HOUSE

cat. no.: 0378/CALENDAR CARD

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
CALENDAR CARD

cat. no.: 0378/CLOUD

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI CLOUD

We are a producer 
of advertising sweets. 

We will make chocolate 
in INDIVIDUAL shape 

especially for your brand.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-puzzle/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/puzzel&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-house/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/house&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-cloud/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/cloud&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-calendar-card/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/calendar card&utm_content=collection_choco4mat


cat. no.: 0314/SAW
Imprint your brand logo on a chocolate circular saw – 
an inventive edge for those in the construction industry. 
Should you desire an entirely new shape, we're eager 
to bring your vision to life.

Tailoring each bar to your specifications, we'll emboss 
your company logo, chosen graphics, or text onto 
the chocolate. Beyond our diverse range of shapes in 
the Choco4Mat Line, indulge in a selection of up 
to 10 chocolate flavors.

Craft your distinctive promotional masterpiece perfectly 
aligned with your brand. These unconventional-shaped 
chocolates are encased in R-PET molds, incorporating 
80% recycled material, and enveloped in FSC-certified 
packaging. Opt for white, kraft, or ecru paper - the latter 
being our most environmentally conscious option infused 
with grass fibers. The packaging's window elegantly 
showcases the chocolate, accentuating its exceptional 
shape.

Customize the packaging further by incorporating your 
logo, graphics, photo, or slogan. Leveraging cutting-ed-
ge digital printing technology, we bring your creative 
visions to fruition, enhancing the allure of your personali-
zed chocolates.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT CIRCULAR SAW

nr kat.: 0134

Here’s an electrifying o�er within our range, a powerhouse 
for your advertising endeavors! Choose from our socket-
-shaped chocolates to captivate your clientele. Seeking 
something entirely novel? We specialize in crafting exclusi-
ve and innovative shapes tailored to your specifications.

Each bar is meticulously customized to meet your unique 
requirements. Whether it’s imprinting your company logo 
or a personalized text onto the chocolate surface, our 
Choco4Mat range o�ers not just varied shapes but also 
a delightful selection of up to 10 distinct chocolate flavors.

We excel in fashioning bespoke promotional items that 
resonate with your brand essence. For a sustainable 
and eco-conscious approach, we package our molded 
chocolates in FSC-certified materials. Additionally, you can 
choose from three paper colors: white, kraft, or ecru, 
the latter being the most environmentally friendly with its 
incorporation of grass fibers. The window packaging 
elegantly showcases the chocolates, accentuating their 
unique shapes.

Customization extends to the packaging itself, allowing you 
to adorn it with your logo, graphics, photo, or slogan. 

cat. no.: 0314/SOCKET
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BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT SOCKET

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-circular-saw/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/saw &utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-socket/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/socket&utm_content=collection_choco4mat


cat. no.: 0314/GINGERBREAD HOUSE
Indulge in a gingerbread house made entirely from luscious, 
aromatic, high-quality chocolate - complete with your 
distinctive brand logo. Opt for this captivating structure 
to forge delightful connections with your brand! 

Choco4Mat products o�er many personalization options 
- you can not only choose the shape of the chocolate, but 
also its couverture, i.e. flavor (we o�er as many as 10 choco-
late types to choose from), display the logo directly on the 
product and personalize the packaging. Thanks to this, you 
will create a unique sweet advertising gadget of premium 
quality, tailored to the brand, industry and assumptions of 
the promotional campaign.

The advertising area of this product is impressive: the large 
size of the package 135 x 137 x 15 mm and 65 g bar is 
a guarantee of generous placement of your brand.

Did you know that… the entire production process - from 
the design of the mold, to the pouring of the chocolate, 
the printing of the packaging and its confectionery takes 
place at our company, under one roof, so we have full control 
over the entire process? That’s how we know it goes quickly 
and safely.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE CHOCO4MAT 
GINGERBREAD HOUSE

cat. no.: 0314/T-SHIRT
Introducing a delightful creation tailored just for you 
- a chocolate T-shirt! We'll elegantly feature your logo 
and advertising message on this delectable treat. 
Craving something extraordinary? We're thrilled to fashion 
something exclusively unique for you.

We make the T-Shirt from Top Gourmet chocolate with 
Cocoa Horizons certification, which guarantees that all of 
our chocolate ingredients are sustainably sourced. We o�er 
you as many as 10 flavor options to choose from.

A delicious, large 65 g bar in T-Shirt format is not only 
an interesting shape, but also a double personalization: 
on the packaging and the chocolate itself!
We personalize the packaging with digital printing, which is 
ideal for printing photos, detailed designs and graphically 
complex designs, and we will emboss your logo or any sign 
on the chocolate.

Note: In our o�er, you will find more than thirty ready-made 
shapes, which you can personalize by adding a logo 
or a graphic sign - without incurring the cost of an individual 
shape of the bar and packaging!

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT T-SHIRT
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-gingerbread-house-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/gingerbread house&utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-t-shirt/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/t-shirt &utm_content=collection_choco4mat


cat. no.: 0314/BALL
A chocolate ball featuring your logo is always a bullseye! 
We highly recommend this delectable gem for its extensive 
personalization capabilities. And if you're craving something 
more distinctive, count on us to craft a customized chocolate 
in any shape imaginable.

Within the Choco4Mat range, it's not just about an extraordi-
nary chocolate shape; it's also about the ultimate in perso-
nalization! Your brand logo, graphic, or chosen text will be 
meticulously embossed onto the bar's surface. Additionally, 
this product boasts an impressive selection of up to 
10 diverse chocolate variations for your indulgence.

Safeguarded in an R-PET mold, comprised of 80% recycled 
materials, the chocolate ball is encased within FSC-certified 
paper packaging. Take your pick from paper hues of white, 
kraft, or ecru - with the latter showcasing its eco-friendly 
edge through the inclusion of grass fibers. The windowed 
packaging is designed to present the product in a captiva-
ting manner.

The packaging itself serves as a canvas for your logo, 
graphic, photo, or advertising slogan. We use cutting-edge 
digital printing technology.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT BALL

cat. no.: 0314/DUCK
Chocolate duck alert! We endorse this delightful piece 
of chocolate for its dual personalization potential. And if 
you're yearning for something even more extraordinary, 
count on us to craft bespoke chocolates in any desired 
shape.

A large 65 g chocolate bar in the shape of a funny duck has 
not only an interesting shape but also a double personaliza-
tion: on the packaging and directly on the chocolate!

Within the Choco4Mat Line, you wield the power to select not 
just the shape but also the flavor profile - with a tantalizing 
array of up to 10 chocolate variations to cater to your discer-
ning taste. They are made of Top Gourmet chocolate with the 
Cocoa Horizons certificate and do not contain palm oil, 
so you get a sweet with a unique taste and pure composition.

We will precisely emboss your brand logo or selected text 
on the surface of the chocolate. You can place your graphic 
design, photo or advertising slogan on the packaging. We 
create and implement personalized graphic designs using the 
latest digital printing technologies.

Choco4Mat Duck is perfect as an unconventional advertising 
medium when you want to build awareness of your brand in 
the IT industry!

So "keep calm and start rubberducking" together with 
Choco4Mat Duck.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT DUCK
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-ball/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/ball &utm_content=collection_choco4mat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-duck/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0314/duck &utm_content=collection_choco4mat


CHOCO4MAT MINI PRINT 
COLLECTION 



DISCOVER THE LOGO PRINT COLLECTION 

Print on chocolate? It's possible!

How do we do it? 

Personalization on chocolate is made with edible 
products and completely safe food coloring inks 
from certified suppliers.1

We use food coloring inks without ingredients 
of animal origin, GMO FREE, with the highest safety 
certificate for pharmaceutical and food use.2

We make a thin, imperceptible layer of decoration 
that creates a clear picture, colorful graphics, 
logo or name of your company on the chocolate.3

and faster version compared to chocolate with 
an embossed logo!

4

Sweets with a personal message are always a great idea. If you are also a fan 
of individual solutions, you will be delighted with our LOGO PRINT collection. 

Personalization directly on the chocolate has never been so easy!



The Choco4Mat Mini Print white chocolate bars stand out 
for their fusion of inventive shapes and vibrant embel-
lishments. Among our o�erings is the chocolate wheel - 
an exceptional high-quality promotional tool that promi-
ses to captivate customers, partners, and sta� alike.

Have a distinct shape in mind, or leaning towards one 
of our 7 pre-existing chocolate formats? Should none 
of our ready-made options align with your vision, rest 
assured, we're poised to craft an entirely novel form 
to meet your specifications.

The creation of colorful images on white chocolate entails 
the use of specialized, edible, and animal-origin-free inks. 
These inks boast top-tier pharmaceutical and food 
safety certifications, guaranteeing they are GMO FREE.

Each uniquely shaped chocolate finds its place within 
an R-PET mold (composed of 80% recycled PET) and is 
enveloped in FSC-certified paper packaging. Take your 
pick from paper varieties: white, kraft, or ecru - with the 
latter boasting an eco-friendly touch through the infusion 
of grass fibers. Our window-equipped box elegantly 
showcases the chocolate, adding to its visual allure.

cat. no.: 0378P/CIRCLE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
CIRCLE PRINT

cat. no.: 0378P/HEART

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
HEART PRINT

Check out the available shapes

cat. no.: 0378P/I LIKE IT

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
I LIKE IT PRINT
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-circle-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/circle&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-heart-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/heart&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-i-like-it-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/i like it&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print


Check out the available shapes

We are a producer 
of advertising sweets. 

We will make chocolate 
in INDIVIDUAL shape 

especially for your brand.

cat. no.: 0378P/PUZZLE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI PUZZLE 
PRINT

cat. no.: 0378P/HOUSE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI HOUSE 
PRINT

cat. no.: 0378P/CLOUD

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI CLOUD 
PRINT

cat. no.: 0378P/CALENDAR CARD

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
CALENDAR CARD PRINT
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-puzzle-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/puzzel&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-house-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/house&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-cloud-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/cloud&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-calendar-card-print/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/calendar card&utm_content=collection_choco4mat_mini_print


Discover artisanal candies, 
from a PRODUCER OF ADVERTISING SWEETS!

Caramels with your logo are available in a variety of delicious flavors. 
They are distinguished by their simple, pure and proprietary recipes!

Choose one of the available flavor compositions or create your own - unique.
Personalize the packaging and enjoy the natural taste of artisanal sweets. 
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PRALINES COLLECTION



cat. no.: 0612
Belgian nougats featuring almonds and honey enveloped in milk 
chocolate aren't just delectable treats; they represent an exquisite 
gift packaged in an envelope-themed box, exuding elegance. 

The aesthetics are accentuated by the black paper-based packaging 
foundation. To secure it all, a paper band is included, available in 
three distinct types: white, kraft, and ecru, boasting eco-friendliness 
with the infusion of grass fibers - the most environmentally conscious 
choice.

We're dedicated to ensuring your gift is not only delicious but, also 
personalized to your specifications. Hence, we o�er complete adapta-
bility of the band's graphic design. Incorporate your logo, graphics, 
photos, or content - and if you have a vision aligned with your brand's 
identity, share the graphic design with us. 

The precision of digital printing enables us to replicate every detail 
of your design faithfully.

This elegant and sweet corporate gift serves as the perfect tool 
to announce the launch of a new product into the market or extend 
invitations to esteemed guests for a special company event.

BOX WITH NOUGAT 
PREMIUM POCKET MINI

Discover our new Belgian nougats. 
Enjoy the sweetness with delicate notes of caramel and honey, 

characterized by a soft, slightly springy texture. The addition 
of almonds gives not only flavor, but also crunchiness.
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Belgian nougat with almonds 
and honey in milk chocolate

cat. no.: 0613
Elevate your brand messaging with a sweet and distinctive 
touch. Introducing our latest o�ering: a sophisticated 
envelope-inspired box housing 6 delectable pieces 
of Belgian nougat infused with honey and almonds, 
coated in rich milk chocolate. 

This exquisite packaging boasts a black mass-dyed paper 
base, accompanied by a personalized band. Your logo, 
graphics, photos, or customized content can grace this 
band, reflecting your brand's identity. Should you have 
a specific vision aligning with your brand's guidelines, share 
your graphic design with us, and we'll bring it to life.

Attention to detail is our priority, allowing you to choose 
the paper type for the banderole. Select from three options 
- white, kraft, or ecru - the latter crafted with eco-conscious 
grass fibers, presenting the most environmentally friendly 
solution.

Leveraging top-notch digital printing, we ensure the faithful 
reproduction of your intricate designs. This advanced printing 
technique is adept at handling photos, intricate patterns, 
subtle gradients, and graphically complex artwork with 
precision.

BOX WITH NOUGAT 
PREMIUM POCKET MAXI  

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-nougat-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0612&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-nougat-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0613&utm_content=collection_pralines


cat. no.: 0614
Experience the distinct allure of marzipan infused with a subtle touch 
of alcohol, o�ering a unique sweetness with a profound flavor profile. 
Introducing an exquisite chocolate box that not only captivates with 
its aesthetic appeal but also indulges in its unparalleled taste. Inside, 
discover 4 distinctive confections, featuring 2 enticing flavors:

• marzipan complemented by Baileys Original liqueur and aromatic 
co�ee, adorned with pistachio sprinkles,
• marzipan enhanced with Cointreau orange liqueur and orange 
peel.

Each marzipan piece is delicately nestled in a paper cup, encased 
within an elegant black paper box. The packaging includes a band 
crafted from a choice of three papers: white, kraft, or ecru, incorpora-
ting eco-friendly grass fibers.

Personalize the banderole to reflect your preferences. Display your 
logo on the packaging and embellish it with graphics or photos of your 
choice. Elevate your selection of company sweets with a harmonious 
blend of elegance and exquisite taste.

BOX WITH MARCEPAN 
PREMIUM POCKET MINI

Discover our marzipan, a confectionary delight renowned 
for its sweetness, velvety texture, and a distinctive essence derived 

from finely ground almonds. 
Indulge in our two enticing flavor compositions featuring the infusion 
of Baileys Irish co�ee liqueur and zesty orange Cointreau, elevating 

the richness of our exquisite o�erings.

cat. no.: 0615
Select an elegant gesture to express gratitude to key clients, 
esteemed business partners, or dedicated employees. Elevate your 
appreciation with a chocolate box brimming with exquisite marzipan, 
extending heartfelt thanks for their collaboration in joint ventures
and creating a memorable culinary experience.

Marzipan infused with alcohol embodies a refined delicacy for discer-
ning palates. Opt for a captivating chocolate box containing 6 indul-
gent pieces of these exceptional sweets, boasting 2 delightful flavors: 
one enhanced with Baileys Original liqueur and aromatic co�ee, 
adorned with pistachio, and the other featuring Cointreau orange 
liqueur and zesty orange peel.

Each marzipan piece is nestled in chic paper cups, carefully arranged 
within a black, elegantly crafted paper box. Adding a touch of sophi-
stication, the packaging includes a paper band available in three 
distinct variants: white, kraft, or ecru, featuring eco-conscious grass 
fibers, making it the environmentally friendly choice.

Personalize the banderole to align with your preferences. Embellish the 
packaging with your logo, complemented by custom graphics 
or preferred photos.

Strengthen the e�ectiveness of your marketing campaign with the box 
with marzipan Premium Pocket Maxi.

BOX WITH MARCEPAN 
PREMIUM POCKET MAXI  
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marzipan with orange liqueur 
and orange peel

marzipan with co�ee 
and pistachio

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-marcepan-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0614&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-marcepan-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0615&utm_content=collection_pralines


cat. no.: 0616
Presenting an alluring proposal with our elegant envelope-shaped 
packaging that conceals a delightful surprise - introducing our distinct 
company chocolate box. Make a sophisticated statement by sending 
an impactful advertising message to customers, employees, contrac-
tors, or esteemed business partners.

Dive into the intriguing assortment of pralines, inviting you to savor 
an exciting fusion of flavors:
• pralines featuring a delightful combination of crunchy caramel 
chocolate filling and caramelized cookies,
• pralines that entice with a crunchy filling infused with co�ee 
and caramelized cocoa beans, enveloped in delicate rose petals.

Contained within this chocolate box are 4 exquisite pralines, nestled 
in an elegant box crafted from black mass-dyed paper, adorned with 
an additional touch of sophistication through an FSC-certified paper 
banderole. Choose from three paper options: white, kraft, or ecru, 
which incorporating eco-friendly grass fibers.

Unlock the full potential of this exceptional product by personalizing 
the banderole's surface. Showcase your logo, graphics, or any adverti-
sing message to create a truly captivating and memorable experience.

BOX WITH PRALINES 
PREMIUM POCKET MINI

cat. no.: 0617
Presenting an alluring proposal with our elegant envelope-shaped 
packaging that conceals a delightful surprise - introducing our 
distinct company chocolate box. Make a sophisticated statement 
by sending an impactful advertising message to customers, employ-
ees, contractors, or esteemed business partners.

Dive into the intriguing assortment of pralines:
• pralines featuring a delightful combination of crunchy caramel 
chocolate filling and caramelized cookies,
• pralines that entice with a crunchy filling infused with co�ee 
and caramelized cocoa beans enveloped in delicate rose petals.

Contained within this chocolate box are 4 exquisite pralines, nestled in 
an elegant box crafted from black mass-dyed paper, adorned with 
an additional touch of sophistication through an FSC-certified paper 
banderole. Choose from three paper options: white, kraft, or ecru, 
which incorporating eco-friendly grass fibers. We will personalize 
the banderole's surface to showcase your logo, graphics, or any 
advertising message. 

BOX WITH PRALINES 
PREMIUM POCKET MAXI        
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We have achieved mastery in the creation of pralines, 
so we are excited to create new, tasty propositions. 

Indulge yourself in pralines with a crunchy filling made of caramel chocolate 
with the addition of caramelized cookies, and pralines with a crunchy filling 

with the addition of co�ee and caramelized cocoa beans in rose petals.pralines with caramel 
chocolate and cookies

pralines with co�ee 
and rose petals

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0616&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0617&utm_content=collection_pralines


cat. no.: 0588
Blocks of pralines serve not just as sweet gadget, 
but as original advertising tools, reaching 
the hearts of your customers with a message. 
These inventive treats not only boast an excep-
tional appearance but also captivate attention 
with their distinctive shape and flavors. Indulge 
in milk chocolate with hazelnut filling and white 
chocolate with almond filling. 

These pralines, presented within a paper box 
featuring a window, exude elegance and 
aesthetic charm. Enhance personalization 
by selecting from three paper options: white, kraft, 
or ecru with eco - conscious grass fibers.

The box's graphic design is entirely customizable, 
enabling you to imprint your logo, graphics, or any 
desired content. This transforms the pralines into 
more than just a striking corporate gadget; they 
evolve into an e�ective marketing instrument, 
pleasantly surprising recipients with their taste. 
We recommend these unique pralines as a sweet 
commemorative token for celebrating a brand 
or company anniversary. Additionally, they serve 
as an intriguing inclusion in welcome packs for 
new employees. 

Sweet, distinctive, and adorned with your logo - 
are you prepared for a singular taste expedition?

CHOCOLATE BRICK BOX 
PRALINES

There is no place for palm oil in our production!
For years we have been successfully replacing it 

with a sunflower and olive oil. 
We bet on what is healthy, tasty,

and, above all, natural!

We make our praline fillings using 
chocolate from sustainable sources 

and natural additives. 

Among them 
you will find…

• nuts and almonds      • co�ee

• premium brand spirits      • fruits
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Flavors to choose from:

white chocolate
stu�ed with addition

 almonds

milk chocolate
stu�ed with addition

nuts

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/chocolate-brick-box-pralines/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0588&utm_content=collection_pralines


Our beans come only
from the main

harvest - they're bigger 
and with a stronger flavor.

Before shipment, they go
under another quality check.

The beans transported from
Ghana, Ecuador

and the Ivory Coast
go to Antwerp

where the flavor
of each batch
is determined.

The beans ferment
for 3 to 8 days between

the banana leaves,
changing their flavor

from bitter to chocolate.

Our cocoa beans come
from sustainable

and recognised sources-
directly from the farmers under

the care of the Cocoa
Horizons Foundation.

In the next
2 to 4 days,

they are dried
in the sun.

It is only this smooth
and creamy chocolate

that is tempered
by us into individual shapes

with our clients logo. 
 

Thanks to this selection
of flavour profiles,
Master Blenders

manually compose
the beans

for the perfect
flavor.

Depending on the recipe,
the cocoa liquor is combined
with high quality ingredients,
such as vanilla, milk or sugar. 

 

Then the beans are split
open, and the cocoa nibs
are ground to a smooth
cocoa liquor - the heart

and soul of our chocolates.
 

Whole beans
are roasted! The shell

protects them and keeps
the aromas and flavors

preserved inside.

This mixture is passed through 
a 5-roll refiner and then
it is carefully subjected

to a process of conching which
takes a minimum of 60 hours. 

Crafted in Belgium 

FROM BEAN TO BAR
since 1911 .

SLODKIE has been working with the best Belgian Top 
Gourmet chocolates for 27 years. Our Polish and 
foreign customers fell in love with their delicious taste. 
Every year we surprise them with new combinations 
and flavor compositions that combine with a unique 
form and a clean label, they will not let you forget 
about them for a long time!

Do you know that...
we are the only company in the industry 

fully from sustainable sources, and all 
of them are certified by the Cocoa Horizons 
Foundation?

Our chocolate

SLODKIE was the first company on the Polish 

market advertising sweets to introduce 100% 

plant-based chocolate!

Currently, all chocolates are produced 
in cooperation with Barry Callebaut FINEST 
BELGIAN CHOCOLATE. It is a guarantee 
of the highest quality of chocolate 
and its unique, creamy taste.
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ADVERT CARD - VELVET 
HEART PRALINE
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ADVERT CARD 
- HONEYBEE PRALINE

cat. no.: 0529B

ADVERT CARD - MODULO 
CUBE PRALINE

cat. no.: 0529D

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE DUMPLING 
PRALINE

cat. no.: 0531D

cat. no.: 0529C
Here's our blend of classic and innovation. Hear 
- shaped pralines not only look charming but also 
boast a unique taste - of velvety chocolate that 
melts in the mouth. Each chocolate praline with its 
aromatic filling is made from sustainably sourced 
ingredients, confirmed by the Cocoa Horizons certi-
ficate.

Accompanying the praline is a paper card that we'll 
personalize according to your preferences, featuring 
your logo, graphics, photo, slogan, or message. 
That's why our chocolate hearts are the perfect way 
to convey wishes or o�er a pleasant gift for any 
occasion. It could be a sweet gesture to invite clients 
to a new o�ce or announce a rebranding.

You can choose the card from three paper options: 
white, kraft, or paper infused with grass fibers, provi-
ding the most eco-friendly choice.

Moreover, the product is additionally protected 
by transparent foil, which is 100% recyclable, empha-
sizing our commitment to ecology.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/advert-card-velvet-heart-praline/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0529c&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/advert-card-honeybee-praline-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0529b&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/advert-card-modulo-cube-praline/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0529d&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-dumpling-praline-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531d&utm_content=collection_pralines


cat. no.: 0474D
Chocolate heart - Your sweet corporate gadget to 
sweeten the lives of customers or employees. Consider 
whom to gift this delicious, Top Gourmet quality choco-
late. It's the sweetest way to express gratitude for 
loyalty, dedication, shared goals - occasions that often 
arise in business.

The milk chocolate with hazelnut filling is delicious and 
melts in the mouth, leaving a subtle taste and delightful 
memories.

Encased in foil and nestled in a holder-type packaging, 
you can display any content, graphics and, of course 
- your brand's logo.

But that's not all for personalization options. You can 
choose the foil in silver, gold, or red, as well as the paper 
used for the packaging. We o�er: white, kraft, or ecru (the 
most eco-friendly option - paper with grass fiber).

An impressive, sweet gadget with a relatively large 
surface area to showcase your message - we recom-
mend this product to hit your customers' hearts.

PRALINE SWEET SPHERE 
HOLDER - HEART

cat. no.: 0474C
Chocolate sphere made of rich, creamy milk chocola-
te - with hazelnut-infused filling. We recommend our 
spherical praline, available in a "holder" type packa-
ging.

The chocolate used in its production is Cocoa 
Horizons-certified, sourced from sustainable origins. 
The hazelnut-filled center is free from artificial flavors 
and palm oil.

We o�er packaging made from three paper options: 
white, kraft, and an eco-friendly paper with added 
grass fiber. Regardless of the chosen option, we'll 
gladly personalize the holder, displaying your logo, 
any graphic, or content on its surface. 
You can also choose the color of the foil in which 
the chocolate is wrapped - we o�er 3 options: silver, 
gold, or red.

Despite its relatively compact size, this sweet gadget 
o�ers significant space for personalization - make 
the most of its sweetness!

PRALINE SWEET SPHERE 
HOLDER - CIRCLE

Foil colors to choose from:

red silver gold

Foil colors to choose from:

red silver gold
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/praline-sweet-sphere-holder-heart/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0474d&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/praline-sweet-sphere-holder-circle-3/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0474c&utm_content=collection_pralines
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cat. no.: 0475

SWEET SPHERE 
PRALINES 4 PCS  

The Elegant Sweet Sphere set is a premium box 
comprising 12 delightful pralines. If you're seeking 
the perfect gift for key clients or business partners, 
this product meets even the most discerning expec-
tations.

The exceptional taste of these pralines is crafted 
from high-quality ingredients - exquisite Top Gour-
met milk chocolate, featuring carefully selected 
cocoa from Ghana, the Ivory Coast, and Ecuador. 
Within the set, you'll discover 4 exquisite flavor varia-
tions: delicate fillings enriched with almonds, pista-
chios, hazelnuts, and walnuts.

We've ensured the packaging is meticulously crafted. 
The pralines are wrapped in recyclable aluminum foil. 
You can choose from three types of paper for 
the box: white, kraft, or ecru - the latter incorpora-
ting grass fiber.

We'll personalize the packaging for you by incorpo-
rating your logo, graphics, or any visualization. 
We also pay attention to customizing the paper 
insert that covers the casing. This element is equally 
essential to ensure the packaging design is coherent 
and e�ectively communicates your marketing mes-
sage.

cat. no.: 0477

SWEET SPHERE 
PRALINES 12 PCS

cat. no.: 0476

SWEET SPHERE 
PRALINES 8 PCS

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-12-pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0477&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-8-pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0476&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-4-pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0475&utm_content=collection_pralines


This paper is remarkable. Its quality is impressive, enhancing the brilliance of every 
graphic design. With its metalized shine and distinctive gold color, boasting a smooth 
and intensely glossy finish, it o�ers excellent texture.

Digital printing on this surface breathes life into designs, delivering flawless detail 
reproduction and vivid color contrasts.

Utilizing this paper for packaging ensures a distinctive e�ect, emphasizing product 
style and exclusivity. The FSC certificate verifies the use of materials from sustainable 
sources in its production.

cat. no.: 0468
Chocolate boxes serve as an ideal corporate gift for any occasion.

The collection of pralines is visually stunning - each chocolate, formed 
into an enticing spherical shape, is individually wrapped in vibrant foil, 
accompanied by exquisite Art Deco chocolate tru�es.

This assortment features 4 delightful milk chocolate pralines: 
• with pistachio filling,
• with almond filling,
• with hazelnut filling,
• with walnut filling.

The sophisticated packaging, available in two selectable colors: white 
and black, accentuates the product's distinctiveness. Upon request, 
we will personalize the label by incorporating your logo, graphic, 
or slogan. It's a fitting present for various business occasions, such 
as commemorating a company or brand anniversary.

PRALINES SWEET SPHERE 
MOMENTS

cat. no.: 0467
A high-end chocolate box serves as an ideal, prestigious corporate 
gift for special occasions. Indulgent pralines made from Top Gourmet 
chocolate captivate with their exquisite taste and alluring round 
shape. The package boasts an impressive 16 pieces of delicacies, 
combining homemade pralines and Art Deco tru�es. 

The assortment features milk chocolate pralines in 4 delectable flavors:
• with pistachio filling,
• with almond filling,
• with hazelnut filling,
• with walnut filling.

These delectable treats are elegantly presented in a refined black 
packaging. We are delighted to personalize the label as per your 
preferences, incorporating a logo, graphic, or slogan. 
Moreover, you have the option to choose the type of paper used 
for the elegant label.

This chocolate box comes highly recommended for commemorating 
special occasions such as contract signings, winning tenders, 
or celebrating anniversaries.

PRALINES SWEET SPHERE 
GRAND MOMENTS

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/pralines-sweet-sphere-moments/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0468&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/pralines-sweet-sphere-grand-moments/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0467&utm_content=collection_pralines


print on the tin

A collection of 4 milk chocolate ball-shaped pralines, 
crafted with 33% cocoa, devoid of palm oil. Their pure 
formulation ensures a delightful taste experience. 
Presenting an elegant corporate gift perfect for expres-
sing gratitude to clients, employees, or contractors. 

This product is recommended for commemorating 
significant occasions due to its robust packaging. 

Personalize this gift by featuring your logo, greetings, 
or graphics on the sleek steel tin, available in white.

For added convenience, we o�er two personalization 
options: a digital print on a self-adhesive label featuring 
any graphic or a UV digital print directly on the tin.

In line with the zero-waste ethos, our tins can be reused 
multiple times after enjoying the sweet contents, making 
it an environmentally conscious choice.

cat. no.: 0478

SWEET SPHERE PRALINES 
IN TIN 4 PCS

This might just be your winning number. For something 
exceptional, we suggest a set of 7 delectable pralines. 
Enclosed within an exquisite round wooden box, 
this makes for an ideal gift, perfect for noteworthy 
business occasions such as commemorating key clients, 
celebrating a company's anniversary, or inaugurating 
new headquarters.

Crafted from velvety Top Gourmet milk chocolate, these 
pralines promise a unique taste and a pure blend. 
The collection features four distinct fillings: almonds, 
pistachios, hazelnuts, and walnuts.

The attention-grabbing packaging o�ers two options 
for personalization:
• printing on an FSC-certified paper label,
• direct printing on the wooden box.

The reusable wooden box aligns seamlessly with zero 
waste. concept. It's not just an elegant gift, but also 
a conscientious choice in line with an environmentally 
responsible business approach.

cat. no.: 0480

SWEET SPHERE PRALINES 
IN WOODEN BOX 7 PCS
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kraft label

Types of personalization:

white label

print on the lid kraft label

Types of personalization:

white label

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-in-tin-4-pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0478&utm_content=collection_pralines
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-in-wooden-box-7pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0480&utm_content=collection_pralines
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is a valuable raw material. They can be easily transfor-
med into bottles, t-shirts, sleeping bags and carpets 
or other articles. 

R-PET, or recycled PET, is a popular, high-quality plastic
suitable for contact with food, commonly used for
the production of bottles and packaging. Importantly,
after processing, it does not lose the properties of PET.
It is safe, functional and helps to significantly reduce
the production of new plastics.

Why is the use of R-PET plastic beneficial for 
the natural environment?
    limits the production of new material,
    reduces CO2 emissions from 40 to 80%,
    recycling reduces water consumption in the produc-
tion process (approx. 90%) and energy (approx. 80%), 

R-PET is a step towards a closed circular economy,
the material is suitable for continuous recovery -

materials and raw materials can remain in economic 
circulation as long as possible R-PET has a lower carbon 
footprint.

       is also a significant reduction 
       in greenhouse gas emissions!

They say you can't judge a book by its cover...
but you can safely judge our products by their packaging. 

Check what we put our insane sweets in!

MOLDINGS

compostable 
foils

papermoldings metal

We are constantly working on the maximum reduction 
of plastic consumption in our packaging. 
Where it is necessary due to the safety of a food 
product, we use one that is 80% recycled and 100% 
recyclable for reuse. Our product moldings are made 
of R-PET foil. What does it mean? 

PET (polyethylene terephthalate) is currently one 
of the most commonly used packaging materials 
because it protects the product's properties as well 
as being lightweight, durable and transparent. Such 
packaging allows to maintain the high quality and 
properties of the stored product. PET packaging is made 
of the so-called primary raw material, i.e. obtained 
directly from crude oil fractions in an appropriate 
chemical process. One of the characteristics of PET 
is that it can be easily recycled, and because 
of the ease of processing and recovery, PET packaging 



print on the tin

kraft labelwhite label

The Sweet Sphere Tin pralines constitute a premium gift 
set tailored for commemorating significant occasions. 
Crafted from Cocoa Horizons certified chocolate, these 
creamy-textured chocolates encompass flavorful fillings 
such as almonds, pistachios, hazelnuts, and walnuts.

Comprising 12 spherical pralines, the ensemble 
is elegantly encased in a metal tin, available in two 
colors: white and silver. Don’t miss the chance to perso-
nalize the packaging by incorporating your logo or any 
preferred graphic.

We present two options for product customization: 
digital printing on an FSC-certified paper label or UV 
digital printing directly on the tin. Additionally, 
this refined packaging aligns with eco-friendliness 
and reusability in adherence to the zero-waste principle.

Impress your business partners or esteemed clients 
with a memorable gift that accentuates the prestige 
of your brand.

cat. no.: 0479

SWEET SPHERE PRALINES 
IN TIN 12 PCS
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METAL TINS
Do you remember that we also o�er our dragees,

candies, teas and pralines in metal tins?

Why is it an ECO-friendly option?

The tins are extremely durable and environmen-

tally friendly as a packaging material. They will 

not only survive washing in the dishwasher, 

regular, long-term use or falling o� a shelf - they 

are also perfectly recyclable!

Metal is endlessly recyclable. It means that 

the metal tins in which we put our dragees 

or gums can be recycled many times... without 

losing its quality and with the highest recyclabili-

ty rate of all packaging materials! 

The use of secondary raw materials means 

energy savings compared to the use of virgin 

raw materials.

    all metal tins in which we pack SLODKIE
gadgets are aesthetic and durable. After eating
dragees or drinking tea, they are perfect for
storing small items,

    up to 95% of a tin can be recycled,

    up to 95% of a tin can be recycled.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/sweet-sphere-pralines-in-tin-12-pcs-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0479&utm_content=collection_pralines
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HOT-STAMPING
We use HOT-STAMPING technique 
to decorate and refine our packaging!

Hot-stamping, also known in printing 
as gold plating or thermal printing, is one 
of the modern finishing methods.

Printing with gold plating is elegant, 
and products decorated with this method 
attract attention.

Thanks to the high-quality visual e�ect, 
hot stamping is used to refine many types 
of products, including packaging. 

Are you in a creative industry or seeking an original 
sweet surprise for your customers? Our chocolate 
tenement houses o�er numerous reasons to choose 
them. Each praline resembles a tiny work of art.

Fashioned from exquisite Top Gourmet milk chocolate, 
sourced from Ghana, Côte d'Ivoire, and Ecuador, 
our pralines boast a unique flavor profile. The filling is our 
proprietary recipe, blending chocolate with aromatic 
hazelnuts for an exceptional taste experience.

We prioritize appropriate packaging - the mold safegu-
arding the sweets is crafted from R-PET (80% recycled 
material), while the box is made of certified paper. 
Choose from white, kraft, or ecru with grass fiber 
additives.

Personalize the packaging extensively with any graphic 
design. Our digital printing o�ers unlimited color choices 
and tonal transitions, ideal for intricate designs, 
photo prints, and sophisticated graphical projects.

cat. no.: 0481

PRALINES DELIGHTFUL 
TENEMENT HOUSES 6 PCS
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/pralines-delightful-tenement-houses-6-pieces-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0481&utm_content=collection_pralines
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OUR PRALINES

Modulo Bar 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Trio 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Cube 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Bar J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate with whisky 

filling – J.A. Baczewski brand)

Chocolate Bar 70 g 
(milk chocolate with whisky 

filling – J.A. Baczewski brand)

Modulo Bar Pluton 
(milk chocolate with co�ee 

filling with addition of natural 
co�ee – Pluton brand)

Co�ee Delight 
(milk chocolate with co�ee 

filling with addition of natural 
co�ee – Pluton brand)

Gingerbread Delight 
(milk chocolate with 
gingerbread filling) 

Strawberry Delight 
(milk chocolate 

with strawberry filling)

Choco Triangle 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)

Choco Circle 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)
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OUR PRALINES

Gold Cups 
(chocolate with mint 

and red fruits) 

Gold Cups 
(hazelnuts & caramel)

Gold Cups 
(cherry notes)

Gold Cups 
(cappuccino 
with honey)

Sweet Moment 
(cappuccino cream 
in white chocolate)

Sweet Moment 
(pistachio filling 

in dark chocolate)

Sweet Moment 
(hazelnut filling 

in milk chocolate)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(white chocolate 

with strawberry filling)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(milk chocolate 

with raspberry filling)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(dark chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Prestige Praline 
(milk chocolate 
with nut filling)

Prestige Praline 
(ruby chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Co�ee Break 
(strawberries 

in cream)

Co�ee Break 
(Ca�è crema)

Co�ee Break
(mint chocolate)

Co�ee Break 
(hazelnut)

Co�ee Break Pluton 
(co�ee with the 

addition of "Dark" 
Pluton co�ee)

Co�ee Break Pluton 
(co�ee with the 

addition of "Gold" 
Pluton co�ee)

Velvet Heart 
(milk chocolate 

with cherry filling)

Honeybee
 (milk chocolate 

with honey 
with hibiscus and 

lemon filling)

Co�ee Wave 
(dark chocolate 
with co�ee filling 

with the addition of natural 
co�ee - Pluton brand)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 
with mint filling)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 

with co�ee filling)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with walnut filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with almond filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with hazelnut filling)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with whisky filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with apricot liqueur 
filling – J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 

(milk chocolate with cherry 
liqueur filling – 

J.A. Baczewski brand)

Delightful Tenement 
House 

(milk chocolate 
with hazelnut filling)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with cherry liqueur 
filling – J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 
with wormwood 
liqueur (Artemisia 
absinthium) filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate 

with whisky filling
– J.A. Baczewski brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate 
with wormwood 
liqueur (Artemisia 
absinthium) filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with dried apples 
and cinnamon filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with orange peel 
and cloves filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with gingerbread 
spices filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with dried plums filling)

ChocoStamp 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)

Easter Bunny 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)



CHOCOLATE COLLECTION



Chocolate bar without sugar with toppings available 
in 11 flavor versions. Here's a product that you can tailor 
to your needs, tastes, marketing campaign objectives, 
or occasions. 

The packaging containing the chocolate can also be 
personalized, allowing you to choose the type of paper 
(white, kraft, or eco-friendly paper with grass fiber 
in ecru color).

You can place your logo, graphics, or slogan on the 
packaging. The packaging is fully biodegradable except 
for the paper and includes compostable foil.

If you're looking for sugar-free sweets with a fruity touch 
in an eco-friendly package, the Modern Band Chocolate 
is a perfect choice. With options for choosing toppings, 
paper type, and graphics on the packaging, you can 
create your own sweet promotional gadget in a fit 
version.

cat. no.: 0402/SUGAR FREE

CHOCOLATE BAR 
MODERN BAND

Explore the entire range of SUGARFREE products

Sweet success without sugar - explore our Sugar-free Line, o�ering treats free from sugar. 
In our fit collection, you'll find chocolates with toppings, mini chocolates, cookies, candies, lollipops, chewing 

gums, and refreshing mint lozenges. 
Every sweet is sugar-free, yet bursting with flavor. 

This is our small revolution in the world of promotional sweets - taste how delightful it is!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-bar-modern-band/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0402/sugar free&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/catalog/sugarfree-collection/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en


ADVERT CARD - 
CHOCOLATE BRICK

cat. no.: 0531K

ADVERT CARD - 
CHOCOLATE BEAR

A tiny sweet bear - so adorable, you'll want to indulge 
in it. Made from rich, creamy, velvety chocolate, our bear 
not only looks charming but tastes divine. 

This delightful treat is made from Top Gourmet quality 
chocolate and is part of our Advert Card line. It comes 
wrapped in foil with an accompanying card that serves 
as a prime advertising space.

Customize the card with your graphics, logo, or create 
personalized text, such as a thank-you note for an order 
from your e-commerce store. This product is an ideal 
choice for a small but thoughtful gift!

We o�er a selection of three paper types: white, kraft, 
and our innovative ecru paper, which includes up to 40% 
grass fibers alongside primary cellulose fibers. 
The introduction of paper with grass fibers is a new 
eco-friendly packaging option we provide.

The entire mini set is safeguarded with transparent foil 
that is fully recyclable.

cat. no.: 0531A

ADVERT CARD - 
SWEET FLOWER  

cat. no.: 0531J

ADVERT CARD - 
SWEET HEART

cat. no.: 0531H

ADVERT CARD - 
SWEET STAR

cat. no.: 0531I
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-bear-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531a&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-brick/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531k&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-sweet-heart/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531h &utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-sweet-flower/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531j&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-sweet-star/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531i &utm_content=collection_chocolate
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ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE CUP

Why do sweets make the perfect corporate gadget 
that keeps your customers excited and you continu-
ally surprising them with something fresh? 
It's because our range o�ers an array of chocolate 
types, colors, diverse flavors, and inventive product 
shapes. We suggest an exquisite chocolate cup, 
intricately sculpted for a delicate touch.

As part of our Advert Card line, this product includes 
a personalized card, allowing us to print your logo, 
photo, graphics, or custom content. 
Seeking an innovative way to invite guests to a new 
company headquarters or store opening? 
This product has magnetic potential.

Our FSC-certified paper cards come in white, kraft, 
or ecru, the latter incorporating grass fibers 
for added eco-friendliness. We employ digital prin-
ting for high-quality graphics.

To ensure environmental responsibility, the entire set 
is shielded with transparent foil that is fully recycla-
ble.

cat. no.: 0530B

cat. no.: 0530D

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE BALL

cat. no.: 0530E

ADVERT CARD - CHOCOLATE 
SMILEY FACE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-cup-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530b&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-ball/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530d&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-smiley-face/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530e&utm_content=collection_chocolate


ADVERT CARD - CHOCOLATE 
GINGERBREAD MAN

A delightful buddy from rich, creamy chocolate, o�ering 
a soothing treat for the palate. If your brand prioritizes 
quality, creativity, and enjoys surprising customers with 
inspiring concepts, this buddy is tailor-made for special 
endeavors.

Within our Advert Card line, each chocolate comes 
with a personalized card, allowing us to customize 
the graphic design to suit your preferences. Incorporate 
your logo, photo, graphic, or content to craft a truly 
unique element. How will you utilize the Chocolate Man 
Advert Card? It could feature in a welcome pack for new 
employees, accompany orders from your online store, 
or become a part of outdoor promotional campaigns.

The card, fashioned from FSC-certified paper, is availa-
ble in di�erent colors - white, kraft, or ecru, the latter 
enriched with grass fibers. Our employment of digital 
printing ensures top-tier graphic quality.

The entire compact set is meticulously enveloped in 
transparent foil, providing an environmentally friendly, 
100% recyclable safeguard.

cat. no.: 0530A

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE AIRPLANE
cat. no.: 0532D

ADVERT CARD 
- VISTA CHOCOLATE
cat. no.: 0532F

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE TULIP
cat. no.: 0532G

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE CAR
cat. no.: 0532E
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-gingerbread-man-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530a&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-car/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0532d&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-airplane/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0532e&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-vista-chocolate/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0532f&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/slodycze-reklamowe-advert-card-czekoladka-tulipan/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0532g&utm_content=collection_chocolate


cat. no.: 0270

MINI BAR 10 G

cat. no.: 0040

MINI SQUARE 
CHOCOLATE 5 G

NOW your favorite chocolates are available  
in 100% biodegradable packaging.

ECOLOGICAL INNOVATION on the advertising sweets market. Mini chocolates protected by parchment 
with FSC-certified paper label.

Now your favorite chocolates are available in 100% biodegradable packaging.

The parchment we o�er is a high-quality paper made of cellulose.
This form of packaging is safe and approved for food contact.

Parchment is available in white color. Paper label on chocolate can be fully personalize with your logo 
or graphic design.
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FSC certified 
paper label

Packaging
100% biodegradable

White parchment 
made of cellulose

Label for full personalization 
with digital printing 

(also double-sided printing)

https://slodkie.eu/offer/advertising-sweets/premium-chocolate/small-chocolates/mini-square-chocolate-5-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0040&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/advertising-sweets/premium-chocolate/small-chocolates/mini-bar-10-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0270&utm_content=collection_chocolate


Discover SWEET BUSINESS 
packages tailored to your needs!

Want to build sweet business relationships? 
Order sweet promotional gadgets regularly 

and enjoy the benefit package of our Sweet Business o�er. 
Save time and budget, get convenience and regular sweet deliveries.

SWEET BUSINESS packages apply to orders of the same product, in the same graphics 
- while maintaining the minimum quantity for each batch. 

Partial shipments of sweets are realized every 2 months at most.

Your benefits
Package 

of 3 subscription 
orders

Package 
of 6 subscription 

orders

SAVINGS!
With larger order quantities, 

the unit cost of the product is lower.

TIME SAVING! 
You fill out only ONE bulk order form 

instead of several.

GUARANTEED FRESHNESS! 
Sweets produced just before the date

 of shipment.

CONVENIENCE!
With one order you secure the supply of your 

favorite sweets for a long period of time.

SECURED CONTINUITY OF DELIVERIES!
We make partial and cyclic deliveries.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO REMEMBER 
DELIVERY DATES!

We send the sweets automatically 
on the fixed dates.

COST REDUCTION!
You incur a one-time printing set up cost.
The height of set up cost costs depends on the type of product.

fulfillment up 
to 6 MONTHS

fulfillment up 
to 12 MONTHS

900 zł450 zł

150 zł 150 zł
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Choose one of the available 
envelope shapes.

In the output product, 
both the envelope 

and the labels 
of the chocolates are fully 

personalized.

Send us the logo and graphic 
design you want to put on 

the package and the 
chocolates, and choose 
the available foil color.

At no additional cost, 
our graphic department 
will prepare a packaging 

and chocolate design 
proposal especially for you.

Your FINAL product 
is fully personalized.

SET OF SQUARE CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- CIRCLE

Discover four chocolates neatly nestled within a specially 
shaped envelope, o�ering an abundance of flavor 
and a multitude of personalization options to tastefully 
convey your advertising message. Each Mini Bar is crafted 
from Cocoa Horizons-certified chocolate, sourced from 
sustainable origins.

These delectable chocolates are individually wrapped 
in foil (select from 6 available colors) or ecological parch-
ment, paired with a paper label where we'll imprint your 
logo, graphics, or content.

The circular envelope accompanying this chocolate set is 
crafted from FSC-certified paper, available in white, kraft, 
or ecru variations - enhanced with grass fibers. Unleash 
your creativity in customizing the graphic design of the 
packaging. This is a prime opportunity to optimize your 
advertising space.

This delightful confectionary gadget is an ideal inclusion 
within gift packs or sweet invitations tailored for key 
customers or esteemed business partners.

cat. no.: 0525A
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silver gold red navy blue black white 
parchment
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-circle-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525a&utm_content=collection_chocolate


Check out the available shapes

cat. no.: 0525B

SET OF SQUARE 
CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- HOUSE

cat. no.: 0525E

SET OF SQUARE 
CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- TRUCK

cat. no.: 0525C

SET OF SQUARE 
CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- HEART

cat. no.: 0525D

SET OF SQUARE 
CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- LORRY

cat. no.: 0531F

SET OF SQUARE 
CHOCOLATES 
IN A SHAPE ENVELOPE 
- TRAIN
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-house/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525b&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-heart/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525c&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-lorry/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525d&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-truck/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525e&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-square-chocolates-in-a-shape-envelope-train/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0525f&utm_content=collection_chocolate


ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE FISH

Combine imagination, expertise, and the luscious 
appeal of thick, velvety chocolate result in miniature 
works of art like our chocolate fish. Gift these to your 
customers and showcase your brand's a�nity for 
breaking free from conventions and establishing 
new trends.

Each chocolate in our Advert Card series not only tanta-
lizes the taste buds but also serves as an avenue for 
conveying your advertising message on the accompa-
nying card. The card's surface is at your disposal - we 
can imprint your logo, photo, graphics, or text, ensuring 
your company's chocolate stands out in every aspect.

Present a chocolate fish to potential or loyal customers, 
perhaps during the inauguration of a new store 
or corporate headquarters.

Constructed from FSC-certified paper, the card comes 
in various colors—white, kraft, or ecru, with grass fibers 
infused. We utilize digital printing, ensuring superior 
graphic quality.

The entire mini set is meticulously shielded with transpa-
rent foil, which is 100% recyclable.

cat. no.: 0531G

cat. no.: 0503

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
CHOCOLATE FISH

cat. no.: 0505

A BAG OF CHOCOLATE 
FISH
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/touristic-souvenirs/advert-card-chocolate-fish/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531g&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/touristic-souvenirs/a-bag-of-chocolate-fish/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0505&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/touristic-souvenirs/set-of-chocolates-chocolate-fish/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0503&utm_content=collection_chocolate


ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE CROISSANT

An enticing croissant crafted entirely from creamy, 
aromatic chocolate - a product that surprises with its 
delightful shape and beloved flavor. An excellent way to 
showcase your creativity among clients and contractors.

The chocolate croissant comes with a card, o�ering 
a surface entirely customizable to your needs. We can 
imprint your brand logo, photo, graphics, or text, adding 
a distinctive touch to the company's chocolate.

Send this product as a token of appreciation 
or an invitation to a special event.

The card is crafted from FSC-certified paper, available 
in three colors - white, kraft, or ecru, infused with grass 
fibers. We employ digital printing, ensuring superb 
graphic quality.

The entire mini set is carefully wrapped in transparent foil, 
which is 100% recyclable. Your chocolate not only entices 
with its taste but also champions ecological values.

cat. no.: 0531F

cat. no.: 0502

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
CHOCOLATE CROISSANTS

cat. no.: 0504

A BAG OF CHOCOLATE 
CROISSANTS
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/touristic-souvenirs/advert-card-chocolate-croissant/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0531f&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/a-bag-of-chocolate-croissants/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0504&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/touristic-souvenirs/set-of-chocolates-chocolate-croissants/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0502&utm_content=collection_chocolate
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Engage your customers in a sweet game with our 
chocolate blocks! Explore our creative set of block-
-shaped chocolates that form a delightful puzzle.
These treats o�er the distinct taste of Cocoa
Horizons certified milk and white chocolate, sourced
from sustainable origins.

Each treat is nestled in an appealing mold 
and packaged in FSC-certified paper. You have 
the option to select from white, kraft, or paper 
infused with grass fibers for the packaging material.

Customize the packaging entirely by imprinting not 
just your logo but also any graphics or advertising 
content onto its surface.

Surprise your customers with the classic taste 
and unique shape of this sweet treat. If you prioritize 
creative solutions and quality, this product is your 
winning choice! It serves as an ideal means 
to communicate changes, such as a planned 
rebranding.

cat. no.: 0587

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
GAMING BLOCKS

There is no place for palm oil in our production!
For years we have been successfully replacing it 

with a sunflower and olive oil. 
We bet on what is healthy, tasty,

and, above all, natural!

We make our praline fillings using 
chocolate from sustainable sources 

and natural additives. 

Among them 
you will find…

• nuts and almonds      • co�ee

• premium brand spirits      • fruits

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-chocolates-gaming-blocks/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0587&utm_content=collection_chocolate


cat. no.: 0488
Drawing inspiration from the flavors of Sicily, we're thrilled to introduce a delectable new addition to our 
lineup! Our nut spreads are crafted from white chocolate and cocoa butter, o�ering four delightful 
flavors - almond, pistachio, hazelnut, and walnut.

The nuts used in our creams undergo a meticulous process - gently roasted, hand-selected, finely ground, 
and expertly blended. These indulgent treats are housed in sophisticated jars adorned with a customiza-
ble paper label, where your brand logo, photo, graphics, or content can be elegantly displayed. 
Moreover, the paper packaging surrounding each jar also provides an additional area for personalization.

You have the option to select the label's paper type (white or kraft) as well as the outer packaging 
material (white, kraft, or grass fiber paper). Embracing the zero-waste principle, the jars are reusable, 
ensuring a sustainable approach to packaging.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
NUT FANTASY SPREAD

Fl
av

or
s

hazelnut 
cream

almond
cream

pistachio 
cream

walnuts
cream

We get carried away by our imagination 
when creating sweets, but we always stick to simple, 

short and natural ingredients. Our creams are a mix of white 
chocolate, nuts from SICILY and coco butter. There is no place 

for palm oil, artificial flavors or preservatives
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advertising-sweets-nut-fantasy-spread-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0488&utm_content=collection_chocolate


CHOCOLATE BAR 
FILLED WITH DELIGHT
cat. no.: 0091
A milk chocolate bar with a sumptuous filling serves 
as a versatile and delightful corporate sweet treat 
suitable for various occasions. Our Top Gourmet 
quality product o�ers milk chocolate in a choice 
of 5 flavors.

The chocolate is meticulously wrapped in composta-
ble foil and housed in elegant paper packaging 
featuring a modern geometric design. 

Complete personalization of the packaging is availa-
ble by printing your logo, any graphic, or slogan. 
A package features a round window, perfectly show-
casing the product. Crafted from FSC-certified paper, 
the box o�ers options in white, kraft, or ecru 
(with added grass fibers).

Customize the filling type, paper color, and your own 
graphics to create a personalized, sweet corporate 
gift tailored for your clients, contractors, employees, 
or business partners.

CHOCOLATES FILLED WITH … EXCITEMENT!
Now your favorite chocolates are available with fillings: 

•  peanut butter        •  with hazelnuts
•  with addition of almonds        •  with added strawberries        •  gingerbread

CHOCOLATE BAR 
WITH FILLING 70 G  
cat. no.: 0298
Craft your own promotional chocolate e�ortlessly 
with the array of choices this product o�ers. 
Our suggestion is a milk chocolate bar featuring 
a selection of 5 distinct fillings for your preference!

We've safeguarded the chocolate with compostable foil 
and enclosed it in a paper box.

Enjoy complete freedom to personalize the packaging's 
graphic design - we'll incorporate your logo, chosen 
graphics, or slogan. The box, crafted from certified FSC 
paper, is available in three variants: white, kraft, or ecru 
(with added grass fibers).

Select your preferred flavor variation and packaging 
graphics to obtain a distinctive, personalized gadget 
that will evoke delightful associations with your brand.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-bar-filled-with-delight-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0091&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-bar-with-filling-70-g/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0298&utm_content=collection_chocolate


IN OUR OFFER YOU WILL FIND 
THREE TYPES OF PAPER TO CHOOSE FROM! 

The packaging of promotional sweets is pivotal. It transcends being a mere box, 
it's your canvas for advertising, an avenue to shine. Crafted from FSC-certified paper, 

our packaging showcases our commitment to the environment. 
Tailor your packaging to suit your brand, campaign, or the values you wish to express 

by selecting from three paper types available.

kraft paper
Paper crafted entirely from recycled or mixed 

secondary fibers (previously used paper 
materials). Kraft paper, distinguished by its 
natural hue, doesn't undergo a bleaching 

process; its shade is a�ected by the recycled 
content. Due to its unique color, the CMYK 
and PANTONE color palettes might display 

varied saturation compared to white paper. 

white paper
White paper consists solely of primary fibers, 

derived as a by-product from fresh wood 
fibers acquired through processes like sawmil-

ling or controlled tree harvesting. Its color is 
achieved through a chlorine-free bleaching 

proces It's recyclable and supports up to 
25 recycling cycles. This paper allows for 

excellent reproduction of the PANTONE and 
CMYK color palettes.

ecru paper
Modern paper enriched with grass fibers, 

incorporating up to 40% ecological grass fibers 
alongside other virgin fibers. Utilizing grass in 

paper production conserves water, curtails 
energy consumption, and minimizes 

the requirement for substantial chemical use, 
consequently slashing CO2 emissions by about 

75%. This environmentally-conscious paper is 
fully biodegradable. Its versatile properties 

enable the realization of innovative and unco-
nventional projects while highlighting eco-

-friendly aspects.



CHOCOLATE BAR 
MINI MODERN BAND

Unconventional in shape and distinctive in taste, 
our square-shaped chocolate boasts originality 
through surprising flavor combinations. Its packaging 
mirrors this uniqueness with a banderole-shaped box 
that complements the chocolate perfectly. What's 
more, our chocolate is safeguarded by compostable 
foil, ensuring our packaging is 100% biodegradable 
when combined with paper. 

Our 11 delightful flavor blends are enriched by delight-
ful sprinkles, infusing an extraordinary taste 
and aroma into each bite.

The Mini Modern Band chocolate is nestled within 
a customizable paper box, o�ering full personalization 
opportunities. If you have a vision for your company's 
chocolate, share your logo and graphic designs with 
us, and we'll bring your concept to life. 

If you're seeking inspiration, our team can craft 
a distinctive design for you.

PHENOMENAL CHOCOLATES - SURPRISING ADDITIONS
Explore new flavor concepts of TOP GOURMET chocolates: 

•  chocolate with spice cookies        •  chocolate with salted almonds
•  chocolate with cherry granola        •  chocolate with mint crisps        •  chocolate with salted pretzels

cat. no.: 0402
There are numerous ways to o�er customers, employees, 
or associates delectable company chocolate. While it 
remains a versatile sweet advertising tool, opting for 
chocolate with a distinctive shape and delightful taste 
can help you stand out amidst competitors.

The Modern Band, a square-shaped chocolate adorned 
with delightful natural sprinkles, presents 11 flavor options, 
including our latest o�erings: salted pretzels, salted 
almonds, or cherry granola.

This unique chocolate is elegantly housed in a paper box 
and protected by compostable foil. 

We o�er customization of the packaging's graphic 
design to suit your preferences. Simply share your logo 
and graphic designs with us for implementation. Alterna-
tively, if you seek assistance in crafting a distinctive 
concept, our team is ready to create something unique 
for you.

CHOCOLATE BAR  
MODERN BAND 

cat. no.: 0401
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-bar-mini-modern-band-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0401&utm_content=collection_chocolate
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/chocolate-bar-modern-band-3/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0402&utm_content=collection_chocolate
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Excellent taste and aroma, unusual creaminess, unusual color, all prepared with a clean label,
based on the best recipes, noble ingredients and of course... Belgian Top Gourmet chocolates!
Welcome to our sweet world! Do you already know all the types of our delicious chocolates?
Explore the available flavors and choose your favorite addition.

                   Milk - chosen by chefs around the world, 
                  distinguished by its exceptional creaminess.
                  Thanks to her we have the impression that
each piece of milk simply melts in our mouths!

                    Ruby - ruby sweetness with an intense,
                   fruity flavor with a fresh, sour note.
                   It is prepared with red originating cocoa
beans from the Ivory Coast, Brazil and Ecuador.

                   Dark 56% or 72% coco - for many,
                  it is a delightful compromise between sweet
                  milk chocolate and dry, bitter. Depending
on the content of cocoa, it will be perfect with various
additives, creating completely original flavor compo-
sitions.

                   White - devoid of cocoa powder,
                  characterized by a balanced taste with
                  perceptible notes of milk, made for fans
of original flavors. With additions, it also creates
a delicious feast for the eyes!

                   NXT - 100% plant-based chocolate, free
                  of allergens and even trace amounts of dairy.
                  It is perfect and completely safe for vegans
or people with lactose intolerance.

                   Honey - is a combination of pure, natural
                  delicacies: traditionally produced milk
                  chocolate with a touch of natural honey,
which results in a creamy-caramel taste and creamy
sweetness with a honey accent.

Delicious premium chocolate
is our sweet specialty!

In 2022, we focused on our own craft production of dragees and nuts and dried fruit. 

How about sour currants in white chocolate, raisins with co�ee or orange peel in dark chocolate?

                   Caramel - a masterful composition
                  of excellent ingredients, such as caramelized
                  sugar and caramelized milk with an exciting
pinch of salt. In its intense but balanced taste you will
find rich notes of butter and cream.

                  Wholefruit - the latest type in our o�er.
                  Wholefruit chocolate is made entirely from
                  pure cocoa fruit without vanilla, lecithin
and refined sugar. The whole fruit is used for its produc-
tion, which gives it its unique aroma. The healthiest
and most organic chocolate you can imagine!
This is its debut on the European advertising market.

                    Sugarfree - is a perfect flavor 
                   composition combining cocoa, milk and 
                  sweetness - but without added sugar. 
Its wonderfully harmonious taste and pleasant sweet-
ness were obtained thanks to the use of maltitol, com-
plemented by natural Bourbon vanilla. It's a refined 
composition that will be appreciated not only by every 
sweet lover in the traditional edition, but above all 
by people who avoid white sugar, keep in shape, 
and take care of the line and silhouette.

    
ground almonds, pistachios, hazelnuts and walnuts,
co�ee from the oldest Polish roastery - Pluton,
fruits and flowers,
natural honey,
salty caramel,
roasted cocoa beans,
salt and chili,
spice cookies,
premium liquors from J.A. Baczewski.

Additives and fillings for our Top
Gourmet chocolates:

Types of SWEET chocolates:



CHOCOLATE EXPERT 
COLLECTION



BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI MEDAL 
CHOCOLATE EXPERT

Discover the medal from our Chocolate Expert Collection-
—perfectly round, adorned with stunning decorations, 
and entirely crafted from chocolate. Choose from one of ten 
available flavors from our diverse range of chocolate 
couvertures.

We can emboss your company logo or any design directly 
onto the chocolate. The chocolate's name, from which the 
medal was made will also be embossed, adding an extra 
touch of elegance. 

The packaging o�ers further opportunities for personaliza-
tion. Our team will customize the sophisticated box, 
featuring a window showcasing your logo, graphics, 
or content. The packaging material is FSC-certified, o�ering 
a selection of 3 types: white, kraft, or ecru—paper enhanced 
with grass fibers. 

Craft a unique chocolate medal with your logo alongside us 
and present it to those deserving of a sweet distinction. We 
highly recommend this product as a premium sweet adverti-
sing tool with dual personalization features.

cat. no.: 0378/EXPERT

This chocolate has options to emboss your company logo 
or any design of your choice directly on its surface. The whole project will be 
completed by embossing the type of the chocolate from which it was made.

ADVERT CARD 
- CHOCOLATE EXPERT 
MEDALLION

A Chocolate Medallion from our Chocolate Expert collec-
tion is a clever way to distinguish your brand and commu-
nicate with customers. This round chocolate features 
a refined design - embossed cocoa beans and the chocola-
te's name showcased elegantly.

Select your preferred chocolate flavor from our range 
of 10 delightful options. 

This sophisticated chocolate medallion comes accompa-
nied by a personalized card. We o�er full customization, 
allowing your logo, graphics, photo, or content to grace 
the card. Crafted from FSC-certified paper, you have the 
choice between white, kraft, or ecru (featuring grass fibers). 

Encased in 100% recyclable foil, this chocolate medallion, 
along with the accompanying card, presents an impressive 
sweet promotional tool suitable for various advertising 
endeavors.

cat. no.: 0530F

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/advert-card-chocolate-expert-medallion/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530f&utm_content=collection_chocolate_expert
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-medal-chocolate-expert/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378/expert&utm_content=collection_chocolate_expert


We o�er this product with the addition of elegant parchment, 
which you can personalize by adding your logo or graphics

 in the form of a repeating pattern. 

cat. no.: 0483
This meticulously curated tasting assortment from the Chocolate Expert Collection stands as an exquisite 
premium gifting option. It unveils an array of up to 10 distinct couvertures, each integral in crafting these delec-
table chocolates, promising a journey through an assortment of flavors!

Every chocolate, resembling a medallion, boasts an intricate cocoa motif and is distinctly labeled with the choco-
late it encapsulates. Encased within an opulent metal box measuring 300 x 110 x 35 mm. 

Personalization options abound, featuring your graphics, logo, photograph, or chosen slogan. Opt for permanent 
UV printing directly onto the tin, or utilize digital printing on the paper band for an added touch of customization.

This exclusive premium o�ering is not just reserved for special occasions but serves as an ideal gesture to express 
gratitude, surprise, or commemorate pivotal moments such as the conclusion of a negotiation or the inception 
of a partnership. In the realm of business, such opportunities for appreciation and celebration are perennially 
present.

SET OF CHOCOLATE MEDALS 
IN TIN CHOCOLATE EXPERT

print on the tin

paper label

Types of personalization:

Types of chocolate:

Whole Fruit chocolate 
72% no sugar added

dark chocolate 
54% cocoa

ruby chocolate 
47% ruby cocoa

Gold caramel chocolate 
40% cocoa

milk chocolate 
33% cocoa

sugar free milk 
chocolate 
33% cocoa

 dark chocolate 
72% cocoa

plant based 
chocolate 
42% cocoa

milk and honey 
chocolate 
33% cocoa

white chocolate 
36% cocoa butter

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/chocolates-with-logo/set-of-chocolate-medals-in-tin-chocolate-expert/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0483&utm_content=collection_chocolate_expert
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Our chocolates,
candies and lollipops have

a clean label. We produce them
with the addition of fiber, based

on cane sugar or isomalt,
without artificial colors,
flavors, preservatives,

palm oil and other
unnecessary additives!

TASTE

We will prepare your sweetness in one of ten types of chocolate,

with whatever filling you can imagine! We will give your caramels

and lollipops color and taste corresponding to your individual idea.

What will you choose this time?

Do you know that...
our sweet o�er also includes mini lollipops in two

shapes - circles or hearts? Choose your favorite shape

and flavor!



SWEET, MINT & CARAMEL   VE
COLLECTION 



cat. no.: 0454
Introducing the captivating pyramid-shaped display teeming with an assortment of delectable options: 
chocolate tru�es, crispy spiced biscuits, and a surprise revelation - caramels infused with extraordinary flavors.

Crafted in-house from our exclusive recipes, our caramels constantly evolve with imaginative ingredients, conjuring 
up novel taste experiences. Delight in choosing from an eclectic array of eleven astonishing flavors, such as 
hibiscus and rhubarb, the delicate essence of elderflower blended with a touch of Earl Grey, or even... unleash your 
creativity and devise your very own bespoke flavor!

Embracing sustainability, the attention-grabbing pyramid packaging is crafted from FSC-certified paper, o�ering 
a choice of colors - white, kraft, or ecru (enriched with natural grass fibers). Its distinctive shape allows for ample 
space for personalization, enabling us to adorn it with your brand logo, graphics, or tailored content.

To safeguard your chosen confection, we encase it in compostable foil, culminating in a 100% biodegradable 
packaging solution when combined with the paper. 

This distinctive opportunity invites you to leave your mark on the pyramid. Seize this chance to craft a personali-
zed corporate confectionery that elevates your brand's allure and distinction.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
DELIGHT PYRAMID
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-sweets-delight-pyramid-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0454&utm_content=collection_carmelove


Wonderful caramels - 
  fancy additions

with the addition of strawberry with the addition of orange with the addition of mint

with the addition of rose petals with the addition of cornflower 
and grapefruit

with the addition of verbena 
and lemon

with the addition of thyme with the addition of elderflower 
and a hint of Earl Gray with the addition of lavender

Explore new flavor concepts for products 
from our caramel shop.

with the addition of guarana with the addition of hibiscus 
and rhubarb
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cat. no.: 0026

CANDY PACK  

NEW IN OFFER!
candies 

with fruit juices

ADVERTISING LOLLIPOP 
RAINBOW
cat. no.: 0363
Sweetness comes in rainbow hues with our Rainbow 
Advertising Lollipop, captivating both in appearan-
ce and flavor.

Available in two shapes - circles or hearts - you can 
select the one that suits your preference. Packed in 
100% recyclable monofoil, we've added a label to 
the wrapping. Choose between a white or kraft 
paper label, or opt for a transparent version. 
We're here to personalize the label surface 
to showcase your graphics, logo, or content. 

This colorful, delightful gadget infuses freshness 
and vitality into your promotional endeavors. 
Use its juicy allure, especially during the summer 
when lollipops are a preferred treat. Ideal for com-
pany picnics and outdoor marketing campaigns. 
Also, it's a charming addition to welcome packs 
for new employees.
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We present a juicy novelty - candies 
with the addition of fruit juices.
 
Enjoy 4 flavors: lemon, strawberry, apple 
and orange.

Our candies are handcrafted. They do not 
contain artificial colors, flavors and 
preservatives!

Their color and incredibly fruity taste are 
due to natural fruit juices.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/advertising-sweets/advertising-candies/candy-pack-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0026&utm_content=collection_carmelove
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-lollipops-en/advertising-lollipop-rainbow/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0363&utm_content=collection_carmelove
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The ideal end-use scenario for BIO foil? Industrial 

or home composting! Today you can order advertising 

sweets in BIO foil and make a good gesture not only for 

your palate, but also for our planet!

 

    wood pulp from which BIO foil is produced comes 

from FSC-certified sources,

    compostable in a home composter,

    complete security of your advertising product.

     Use BIO foil when ordering advertising
     sweets and take care of the good 
     of our planet with us!

COMPOSTABLE FOILS

Due to the strict rules regarding the safety of food 

products, foil is an indispensable material that we use 

at SLODKIE. To minimize the consumption of plastic, 

we were the first on the Polish market of advertising 

products to introduce a 100% compostable foil. 

in which we have reduced the use of foil by as much 

as 65%. How is this possible?

The specialized packaging foils we use, provide strong 

ecological support for the growing consumer demand 

for more environmentally friendly packaging. 

Most types of BIO foil are based in over 90% on renewa-

ble resources, i.e. wood pulp, and have certificates 

of compliance with European and American standards 

for packaging suitable for industrial composting. 

What besides wood pulp?

gases, and the coatings can 

degrees of barrier for moisture, 

depending on the needs 

of the packaged product.



cat. no.: 0550A
A compact, round sachet brimming with refreshing contents 
– our ingenious idea for a compact corporate gadget, 
perfect for outdoor events or as a complimentary gift 
with customer store purchases, also ideal for display 
at reception areas.

These pillow-shaped sachets o�er a choice of three di�erent 
contents to suit your preference. 

Crafted from white FSC-certified paper or kraft paper 
with foil. Utilizing the flexographic method, we personalize 
the packaging graphics to feature your logo, content, or any 
visual design.

Tailoring to your specific needs, our optimized minimum order 
quantity starts from 2 000 pieces, as this product is ideal 
for multi-volume productions employing flexographic 
printing.

Especially fitting for the summer or promotions associated 
with sports activities, this compact yet impactful gadget is 
a remarkable choice for your promotional endeavors.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SWEET PILLOW - CIRCLE

cat. no.: 0550B
Experience a breath of invigorating freshness with our 
compact, revitalizing sachet. Choose from three delightful 
contents to fill this mini-pillow-shaped package.

Crafted from white FSC-certified paper or kraft paper 
options with foil.

Personalize the packaging graphics to showcase your logo, 
content, or any visual elements with precision. Our flexo-
graphic printing method ensures high-quality prints, guaran-
teeing excellent text readability and vibrant colors from both 
the CMYK and Pantone palettes.

This product is perfect not only for outdoor events 
throughout the summer but also serves as a refreshing 
addition during industry conferences, o�ering a small yet 
revitalizing break option.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SWEET PILLOW - SQUARE

Mint&More 
chewing Candy

A
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sugar-free chewing gum 
(mint or watermelon)

donut sugar-free mint 
powder pastilles
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cat. no.: 0365
Discover chewing gums enclosed in captivating packa-
ging that provides ample space for your logo, adverti-
sing text, or graphics - an ideal solution for your upco-
ming advertising campaign!

Sugar-free chewing gums serve as a versatile adverti-
sing gadget suitable for various occasions. Whether 
amplifying your marketing e�ectiveness within the dental 
industry or promoting your latest product catalog uniqu-
ely, like incorporating a QR code - this product fits 
the bill perfectly.

Our Push the Button product o�ers dual personalization 
options. Your logo will adorn the back of the gum-con-
taining blister, while the pass will be completely tailored 
to your requirements by printing your brand logo, 
graphics, or content.

Obtain a classic advertising gadget in distinctive packa-
ging, setting yourself apart from the competition.

The card is crafted from FSC-certified paper, available 
in three options: white, kraft, or ecru. 

PUSH THE BUTTON 
CHEWING GUM 5 PCS

cat. no.: 0085
Revitalize your brand's advertising message with our 
refreshing dragees and chewing gums. Housed in 
a modern-shaped paper box with a convenient 
opening for easy serving, it can be filled with fruit 
or mint dragees or sugar-free chewing gum upon 
your request.

Crafted from FSC-certified paper, the packaging 
o�ers a choice of colors: white, kraft, or ecru 
- the latter containing grass fibers, making it the most 
environmentally conscious option available.
 
We're delighted to personalize the packaging graphic 
design to feature your brand logo, graphics, photo, 
or text. This customization ensures you have a con-
temporary sweet gadget, perfect for various occa-
sions, especially seasonal events such as the summer 
season, when refreshing mint and fruit flavors are 
highly sought after.

SET OF ADVERTISING 
SWEETS QUATTRO

Discover NEW sugar-free 
chewing gums 

with WATERMELON flavor
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cat. no.: 0254
Revitalize your branding with refreshing fruit 
flavors presented in an eye-catching packaging - 
your exclusive company advertising gadget. 
A T-shirt-shaped metal tin introduces 
an unexpected and innovative idea, highly e�ec-
tive for advertising endeavors.

With this product, choose from an array of 
11 contents, including our latest addition: SUGAR-
-FREE chewing gum featuring a delightful water-
melon flavor! 

Our customization options allow complete perso-
nalization of the can using UV printing directly on 
the packaging. Craft a message that will linger 
with your recipients long-term! Your logo, 
graphics, or content will be prominently displayed 
on the can.

Committed to zero waste practices, the reusable 
packaging aligns with sustainability ideals. 
Particularly suited for summer promotional acti-
vities, this inventive gadget can also serve as 
a standout element in unconventional advertising 
campaigns.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
T-SHIRT TIN

PUSH THE BUTTON 
MINT&MORE 4 PCS

Are you catching a whi� of mint? Introducing our 
compact yet impactful corporate gadget - mint 
chewing candies presented in a package that o�ers 
ample advertising space.

The attached card, along with the candies, provides 
a prime spot for your logo, promotional text, 
or graphics. Mint candies serve as an ideal adverti-
sing tool, fitting for various events, ranging from 
outdoor occasions to promotional campaigns. 
Their popularity spans across multiple industries.

Our product, Push The Button, opens up possibilities 
for dual personalization. Your logo can adorn 
the back of the blister containing the candies in 
a repeating pattern. Additionally, the pass o�ers 
even more space where we can imprint your brand's 
logo, graphics, or content.

Crafted from FSC-certified paper, our passes come 
in three varieties: white, kraft, or ecru - the latter 
being the most eco-friendly option.

cat. no.: 0366
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Discover NEW sugar-free 
chewing gums 

with WATERMELON flavor 
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MESSAGE
Shape and taste are not everything yet. Do you want

to prepare a product that - literally - tells more about your

company? Create a message and we will place it directly

on the selected product!

For this, we use edible food coloring inks without ingredients

of animal origin and GMOs, with the highest safety certificate

for pharmaceutical and food use. That is why we always

perform a completely safe and aesthetic full color

personalization.

PACKAGING

We can design a wholly new packaging or personalize

classic products from our o�er. For this purpose, we will

perform high-quality digital printing on paper, UV printing

on a can or flexographic printing on foil.

You decide,
we implement!

In the chosen 
tin models

in addition to printing
we will also 

do an aesthetic
embossing!



DELICACIES COLLECTION



SWEET ... 

cat. no.: 0461
Indulge in a classic treat - sweet plums coated in rich, 
creamy dessert chocolate and adorned with delicate 
cornflower petals. A beloved sweet delight, now reima-
gined to serve as an advertising gem for your brand.

Our plums are meticulously wrapped in compostable foil 
and enclosed in a distinctive bag-like box. You have 
a choice between packaging made from white, kraft, 
or ecru paper, each with the added benefit of grass 
fibers. Personalize the packaging surface with your logo, 
slogan, photograph, or any graphic of your choice. 

We've ensured an exquisite taste, and now, it's your turn 
to design the packaging for this exceptional snack. 
With this original advertising gadget, you'll surpass 
competitors and captivate your customers.

This delightful ensemble fits perfectly in a gift pack, 
can accompany your orders, or be shared with guests 
visiting your trade fair booth.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
PLUMS IN CHOCOLATE

Give your customers a cinematic surprise! Our standout 
new product takes the spotlight - a bucket of popcorn. 
While the packaging is impressive on its own, we assure 
you that the contents are even more exceptional - aroma-
tic, crispy popcorn coated with luscious, thick chocolate for 
an original and delightful taste.

Choose from our selection of three tempting variants:
• popcorn in milk chocolate,
• popcorn in white chocolate sprinkled with strawberry 
dust,
• popcorn in caramel chocolate.

The fragrant popcorn, encased in the classic bucket pac-
kaging, serves as an extraordinary sweet advertising 
gadget, providing a generous space for showcasing your 
brand. Seize this opportunity!

Our packaging options include white, kraft, or ecru paper - 
all enriched with grass fibers. We're eager to personalize 
the packaging by printing your logo, slogan, photo, or any 
graphic of your choice. Select this elegant and whimsical 
corporate gift that will bring grandeur to any occasion.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SWEET POPCORN 
CLASSIC BOX
cat. no.: 0462
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popcorn 
in milk chocolate

popcorn 
in white chocolate 

sprinkled 
with strawberry dust

popcorn 
in caramel chocolate
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cat. no.: 0362
Seeking a unique and delightful corporate gift for any 
occasion? Look no further than our elegant retro-style 
glass jar filled with aromatic, artisanal dried fruits 
- the ideal choice!

Our new assortment of dried fruits and nuts boasts 
meticulously curated flavor combinations, blending nuts, 
dried fruits, chocolate, and various exciting additions. 
Crafted from the finest quality ingredients, including 
certified Top Gourmet chocolate, our delicacies promise 
exceptional taste while prioritizing environmental care.

Moreover, we o�er personalization options for a paper 
label, available in two color variations: white or kraft. 
This feature grants you complete freedom to personalize 
the gift, ensuring it aligns seamlessly with your brand 
and brand book guidelines.

We recommend this stylish jar brimming with crisp dried 
fruits and nuts as a delightful treat for corporate events, 
meetings, fairs, or conferences.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SWEET JAR

cat. no.: 0130
Indulge in the delectable crunch of crispy dried fruits 
and nuts - an exquisite treat suitable for every season. 
Introducing our Cup of Sweets, an ideal companion for 
any corporate event, o�ering a delightful snacking 
experience.

Crafted through artisanal production, our dried fruits 
and nuts guarantee exceptional quality and an exquisite 
taste profile.

We've paid meticulous attention to the cup's design, 
ensuring both aesthetics and practicality. Constructed 
from recyclable materials, the cup is made of paper 
with a recyclable lid.

Personalization is at the core of our o�ering. We employ 
digital printing to customize the label, available in three 
paper types: white, kraft, and ecru, featuring grass fiber 
enhancements.

For orders surpassing 1000 pieces, we o�er the option to 
emboss your brand's logo on the lid. Suitable for various 
occasions, our Cup of Sweets makes a thoughtful choice 
appreciated by customers, contractors, or employees 
alike. Its portable design makes it a perfect go-to treat 
at trade fairs.

CUP OF SWEETS

SWEET ... 
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white label kraft label
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cat. no.: 0174
Evoke positive brand associations and showcase your customer 
care with our delightful Sweet Nest. This nest-shaped box, 
brimming with an assortment of dried fruits and nuts, serves 
as a versatile product suitable for various occasions. It makes 
for an ideal gift for your employees, fostering stronger company 
relationships.

Our artisanal method guarantees the superior quality of our 
dried fruits and nuts, o�ering a wide array of flavors. From classic 
nuts coated in chocolate to white chocolate-covered blackcur-
rants adorned with lavender dust - there's a flavor to suit every 
preference.

Packaged in a practical box, meticulously designed to optimize 
advertising space, our dried fruit and nuts are further secured 
within an R-PET molding - 80% of which is recycled PET 
and 100% recyclable.

Select from three paper types - white, kraft, or innovative ecru 
featuring biodegradable grass fibers. This eco-conscious choice 
aligns with our commitment to sustainability.

Utilizing digital printing, we provide comprehensive packaging 
personalization options, allowing you to showcase your logo, 
slogan, or graphics e�ectively.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SWEET NEST

cat. no.: 0458
Indulge your customers with this exquisite blend of aromatic 
dried fruits and nuts enveloped in velvety chocolate - a delight-
ful treat suitable for any occasion. Whether as a sweet gesture 
for your customers or as a part of a welcome pack for new 
employees, this mini sachet is a perfect choice.

Choose from three tantalizing options: almonds coated in milk 
chocolate infused with a hint of cinnamon, dark chocolate-co-
vered co�ee beans, or white chocolate-covered raisins with 
a touch of co�ee, ensuring a diverse array of flavors to gratify 
every taste.

Crafted in a mini sachet format, the packaging is made from 
FSC-certified paper, available in white or kraft paper combined 
with a foil component. 

Personalize the surface entirely by incorporating your logo, 
graphics, or text. We utilize the flexographic printing technique, 
ensuring superior print quality, excellent text legibility, and 
compatibility with both CMYK and Pantone color palettes.

This unique personalization guarantees that your sweet corpora-
te gift will e�ortlessly stand out amidst other promotional items.

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
DELICACIES SACHET

SWEET ... 
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Choosing a product with 
the FSC® mark, 

you support responsible 
forest management 

in the world.

FSC® certification 
is a guarantee that 

the raw material originates 
from controlled logging 

or recycling.

Did you know that we are the only company in Poland in the advertising sweets industry to be FSC® certified 

(FSC® C155076)? It guarantees that we use paper from recycled or ecological sources. Thanks to this, we protect forest 

that are better and better for the environment. Our activities have been noticed and awarded by international 

organizations of experts with the European PSI Sustainability award.

FSC®, i.e. Forest Stewardship Council®, is an organization responsible for the certification of forests and all kinds of wood 

and paper products. Proceeding in accordance with the FSC® guidelines allows you to be able to obtain wood without 

compromising the biodiversity and structure of forests.

PAPER

Ask for FSC® 
certified 
products.

As the only one in Poland 
in the advertising sweets 

industry, we have 
successfully passed 

the audit and received 
the FSC® certificate.SLODKIE endorses 

the principle 
of responsible forest 

management, 
how about you?

All SLODKIE paper 
packaging has 

the international 
FSC® certificate!

The FSC® criteria include, among 
others: protection against illegal 
use and development of forest 

areas, ensuring the right 
to use forest resources for local 

communities, protection of health 
and safety of forest workers.

Do you know that... not only do we use certified 
paper, but we also plant forests ourselves 
in cooperation with the LAS NA ZAWSZE 
Foundation? Read more at lasnazawsze.org.pl!

We will pack your order in eco style!

We will use paper biodegradable fillers, 
100% recycled eco stretch foil and paper 

adhesive tape!
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ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SEEDS&NUTS DUO

A harmonious duo of nuts in peppers and pumpkin seeds - 
choose a snack that will add expressiveness to your brand. 
We recommend savory dried fruit and nuts as an alternati-
ve to chocolates and promotional candies. Give your 
customers, contractors or employees a crunchy snack 
and show that your brand sets trends!

Dried fruit, carefully packed in compostable foil and an 
FSC-certified paper box, is an environmentally friendly 
product. By choosing Seeds&Nuts Duo, you demonstrate 
a pro-ecological attitude!

To further emphasize your commitment to environmental 
protection, we encourage you to place icons on the packa-
ging that inform about the origin of the paper or the 
compostability of the foil used. This is a subtle way to draw 
the recipient's attention to important issues.

We can personalize the packaging for you - with your logo, 
any graphics or text, so consciously use your advertising 
space to get your message across to your customers.

cat. no.: 0568

SALTY ... 

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SEEDS&NUTS BAG

Sweet, salty, spicy, aromatic, and delightfully crunchy - 
dried fruits and nuts embody a diverse palate of flavors, 
making them an indispensable part of our product range. 
To elevate our o�erings, we've introduced new and more 
refined flavors this year. Allow us to introduce them to you!

Presenting a bag-shaped box with a transparent window, 
crafted from eco-friendly paper. Choose from three variants: 
white, kraft, or ecru (an ecological paper enriched with grass 
fibers). Inside, we o�er a selection of three enticing flavors:
• pumpkin seeds roasted with salt,
• mixture of dried fruits and salted nuts,
• almonds with salt. 

Our dried fruits and nuts are nestled within compostable foil. 
We are prepared to personalize the packaging surface to 
resonate with your company's brand identity. Let us showca-
se not just your logo, but any graphics, including photos, 
and content.

Opt for this product when seeking an original corporate gift 
tailored for clients, business partners, or contractors.

cat. no.: 0569
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pumpkin seeds 
roasted with salt

peanuts 
in peppers
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SALTY ... 

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SEEDS&NUTS TRIO

A set of fragrant, crunchy dried fruits and nuts in 
an elegant package - recommended as a treat for 
corporate events, meetings, negotiations or conferen-
ces. E�ectively packaged dried fruit and nuts will also 
work well as a corporate gift for business partners or key 
customers.

The set includes pumpkin seeds roasted with salt, 
a mixture of dried fruit and salted nuts, and almonds 
with salt.

The dried fruits and nuts are closed in a low cardboard 
tube made of kraft paper. We will personalize this 
product using high-quality digital printing on 
a self-adhesive label, printing your brand logo, 
any graphics, photo or content. So you can get 
an eye-catching, premium-quality corporate gift.

Choose fragrant dried fruit and nuts as an original gift 
from the company, with which you will positively surprise 
your customers, business partners and stand out 
in the market.

cat. no.: 0570

cat. no.: 0571
Embrace the charm of a practical package featuring 
your logo, packed with a delightful blend of dried fruits 
and nuts. This corporate gadget is a perfect choice, 
especially during company rebranding, o�ering an 
excellent means to solidify your brand. Furthermore, 
it presents various opportunities to share the bag's 
delicious contents on numerous occasions.

Dried fruits, brimming with nutrition and wholesome 
ingredients, o�er a wonderful way to enrich your collec-
tion of company confectioneries for promotional purpo-
ses.

The unique bottle-shaped packaging instantly captures 
attention. We o�er complete personalization of its 
surface by incorporating your logo, graphics, or text 
using flexographic printing. This method ensures 
top-notch print quality, exceptional text clarity, available 
in both CMYK and Pantone color palettes.

Crafted from FSC-certified white paper or kraft paper 
infused with foil. 

ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SEEDS&NUTS BOTTLE
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OUR DELICACIES

gooseberry in dark 
chocolate 
with cocoa 

blackcurrant in white 
chocolate 

with lavender dust

fig in white 
chocolate 

with blueberry dust

caramelized 
hazelnuts in dark 

chocolate

raspberry in milk 
chocolate 

with raspberry dust

almond in milk 
chocolate 

with cinnamon

apricot in dark 
chocolate 
with cocoa

hazelnut in white 
chocolate 

with matcha

hazelnut in dark 
chocolate with mint 

caramel

peanuts 
in caramel

pumpkin seeds
 in milk chocolate

currant in white 
chocolate 

with forest fruits dust

raisin in white 
chocolate 
with co�ee

orange peel in dark 
chocolate with 

a hint of Earl Grey

salted almond 
in milk chocolate

strawberry in white 
chocolate 

with strawberry dust

cherry in ruby 
chocolate with rose 

petals dust

co�ee bean in dark 
chocolate

caramelized 
popcorn in milk 

chocolate

caramelized 
popcorn in white 

chocolate 
with strawberry dust

caramelized 
popcorn in caramel 

chocolate
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PURE COOKIE 
COLLECTION
Great ideas often stem from simplicity. This philosophy 
holds true in advertising, marketing, and, unsurprisingly, 
when it comes to sweets.

The simple composition of Pure Line products is a com-
mitment to quality, taste, and nutritional value. Free from 
sugar, palm fat, or preservatives, these products boast 
cereal grains, honey, and fiber. Their delightful taste and 
imaginative shapes o�er a pleasant surprise.

For those seeking healthier alternatives in advertising 
sweets, we highly recommend exploring this collection 
for a pure delight.

1 - ADVERTISING COOKIE 
MINI OAT COOKIE PURE
cat. no.: 0385

2 - PURE BAR
cat. no.: 0395

3 - ADVERTISING COOKIE PURE
cat. no.: 0396

5 - SHAPE CEREAL BAR
cat. no.: 0393

4 - ADVERTISING 
COOKIE VEGETAL
cat. no.: 0397

cat. no.: 0396

ADVERTISING COOKIE MINI 
OAT COOKIE PURE 
cat. no.: 0385

• three flavors to choose from: rosemary
and salt, beetroot and black cumin, spinach
and marjoram,

• 100% natural ingredients without added sugar, nuts, lactose,
gluten-free product without the addition of palm oil,

• vegan product,
• simple ingredients without preservatives.

• two flavors to choose from: oatmeal cookies
with chocolate and vanilla (vegan product)
and sesame cookies with bee pollen (vegetarian product),

• 100% natural ingredients: product without added refined sugars
(sweetened with erythritol), nut-free, gluten-free, lactose-free
without the addition of palm oil,

• simple composition without preservatives.

SHAPE CEREAL BAR
cat. no.: 0393

• as many as 8 shapes to choose from,
• shaped cereal bars with added grains,

natural honey and fiber,
• 100% natural ingredients: oatmeal, sunflower seeds, flaxseed,

soy flakes, rye seeds, pumpkin seeds, psyllium, sesame seeds,
prepared spelt seeds, apple fiber, natural honey,

• no added flour.

• oatmeal cookie with cranberries,
• cranberry content over 20%,
• simple and clean composition,
• without the addition of palm oil - based on coconut oil,
• GMO free product.

ADVERTISING 
COOKIE VEGETAL
cat. no.: 0397
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• as many as 4 flavors to choose from: buckwheat with sesame
and goji (vegetarian product), pineapple and coconut, cocoa
bean and orange, brownie (vegan products),

• simple composition without preservatives,
• 100% natural ingredients: product without added refined sugars

(sweetened with xylitol), nut-free, gluten-free, lactose-free,
without the addition of palm oil.

PURE BAR
cat. no.: 0395

ADVERTISING 
COOKIE PURE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-mini-oat-cookie-pure/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0385&utm_content=collection_pure_cookie
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At SLODKIE, we believe in the green future of our planet! Knowing that we all have a huge influence 

on what our tomorrow will look like, we constantly stay even closer to nature. What modifications 

and novelties are we introducing in our sweet production?

Products

All our sweets are produced in the spirit of a healthy, 

ecological approach. As a result, all ingredients 

in our chocolates, pralines and their fillings come from 

100% sustainable sources. 

100% plant-based NXT generation chocolate, free 

of allergens and trace amounts of dairy. You will not 

find palm oil in any of our products! At SLODKIE, 

we believe in the "less is more" rule, which is why most 

of our products are characterized by a short compo-

sition, no preservatives, artificial colors or flavors.

Product freshness = quality

Certifications

The best proof of our eco-approach 

are the certifications we have obtained! 

    All our chocolates, pralines and dried fruits 

in chocolate have the Cocoa Horizons Certificate, 

which proves the use of ingredients from sustainable 

cultivation and the application of ethical practices. 

    The entire SLODKIE range is covered by the 

IFS Food Certificate, which guarantees that our products 

are manufactured, packaged and distributed 

in accordance with the highest international food 

safety standards. 

    We were the first in the advertising industry 

in Poland to obtain the FSC® certificate (FSC® C155076) 

proving a responsible approach to forest management. 

    Thanks to the obtained certificate, since January 1st  2023, 

we use 100% green energy in our sweet production.
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Transport and logistics

In 2022, we exchanged the SLODKIE company car for 

an even greener version! Our new car is an electric 

Opel with zero CO2 emissions. 

We are proud of this change because logistics and 

transport are a very important part of our daily work. 

For this reason, for a long time we have been coopera-

ting exclusively with the so-called green carriers, who 

reduce fumes emissions. Thanks to this, our sweets 

reach you not only on time, but also 

in an environmentally neutral way.

Waste management

At SLODKIE we put great attention to the segregation 

of waste. Marking baskets with appropriate icons 

and the use of colored bags additionally make it easier 

for proper segregation of garbage. 

What do we do to reduce production waste? 

We recycle some of our raw materials or semi-finished 

products! We also limit originating residues from 

the plastics we use, and we cooperate with external 

companies that recycle unused packaging. In 2022, 

we also established cooperation with Too Good To Go. 

It is a company that helps save food (among other 

things!) and has a lot of advantages: it not only fights 

against food waste, but also allows you to buy high-

-quality products for a much lower price. You can now 

collect sweet surprise packages from our Warsaw 

headquarters, containing e.g. high-quality lollipops, 

candies and craft chocolates.

Packaging

At SLODKIE, we pay a lot of attention to the ecological 

packaging of our advertising gadgets. Our transport 

packaging is 100% recycled! Did you know that when 

ordering our sweet products, you will receive them 

secured with fully biodegradable fillers? But that's not 

all! We also use eco-type foil, which is 100% recycled 

and fully recyclable. We replace classic adhesive tapes 

with paper ones, and our technologists are constantly 

working on reducing the use of plastic in our packaging 

as much as possible.
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GINGERBREAD COLLECTION
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2 - GLAZED GINGERBREAD 
WITH LEMON FLAVOR
cat. no.: 0494

1 - CHOCOLATE COVERED 
PREMIUM GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0493

3 - GLAZED GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0495

4 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A METAL BOX
cat. no.: 0042T

5 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A HEART TIN
cat. no.: 0519

7 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A MAXI BAG
cat. no.: 0515

8 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A MINI BAG
cat. no.: 0516 

9 - PREMIUM GINGERBREAD 
PILLOW
cat. no.: 0517 

10 - ADVERT CARD 
- GLAZED GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0530C 

6 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A TIN
cat. no.: 0520

GINGERBREAD 
COLLECTION 
The scent of ginger, cinnamon, cloves and honey - only 
gingerbread can exude such an aroma.

Presenting spicy novelties that exude not only a beautiful 
aroma, associated with warmth at home, but also an incredible 
taste.

This collection is a mélange of flavor and creativity. You will find 
in it spice cookies that stand out for their unusual form, e.g., 
a biscuit in the shape of a truck or a house with an impressive 
form of personalization - a logo directly on the cookie.

It will also include the classics of the genre, i.e., the iconic 
gingerbread straight from Toruń!

The new line captivates not only with the creative shapes of 
the sweets but also with the aesthetically pleasing packaging, 
which has been designed by illustrator Pola Augustynowicz.

To emphasize the uniqueness of the o�ered products, the artist 
created a unique visual setting for them. Her design included 
many details that graphically linked it to these distinctive spicy 
treats.

Discover the NEW Gingerbread Collection!
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/chocolate-covered-premium-gingerbread/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0493&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/glazed-gingerbread-with-lemon-flavor/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0494&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/glazed-gingerbread/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0495&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-metal-box/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0042t&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-heart-tin/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0519&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-tin/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0520&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-maxi-bag/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0515&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-mini-bag/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0516&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/premium-gingerbread-pillow/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0517&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advert-card-glazed-gingerbread/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0530c&utm_content=collection_gingerbread


Cookie with your logo?
It's easy!

Choose one 
of the available 
cookies shapes.

In the output product, 
both the cookie 

and the packaging 
are fully customizable.

Send us the logo 
and graphic design you want 

to put on the package 
and the cookie.

At no additional cost, 
our graphic department 
will prepare a packaging 

and cookie design proposal 
especially for you.

Your FINAL product 
is fully 

personalized. 

cat. no.: 0521
Transport your message with a spicy gingerbread-flavo-
red truck-shaped cookie featuring your logo! 
What a delightful journey it promises!

Use this sweet advertising gem to deliver your message 
directly to your customers. The sizable, crisp cookie 
boasts originality and grabs attention. It's nestled in 
an R-PET foil mold and encased in a paper box with 
a window, available in white, kraft, or ecru (enhanced 
with grass fibers).

We're delighted to personalize this product in two ways: 
imprinting your logo on the cookie itself and on the 
packaging. The paper box is fully customizable – we'll 
print your logo, graphics, or any content you desire. 
Harness the power of dual personalization o�ered by this 
product to create an attention-grabbing company 
keepsake that will amaze your customers.

We recommend these cookies as a sweet memento 
for brand or company anniversaries. Additionally, they 
make an excellent addition to welcome packs for new 
employees. 

ADVERTISING SPICY 
COOKIE MAXI - TRUCK
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-spicy-cookie-maxi-truck/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0521&utm_content=collection_gingerbread


cat. no.: 0522/HOUSE
Delight in a gingerbread-scented cookie shaped like 
a charming house, proudly displaying your logo! Utilize 
this exceptional advertising tool to deliver your message 
straight to the hearts of your customers. The distincti-
vely shaped, crunchy cookie commands attention 
e�ortlessly.

Nestled within an R-PET foil molding and enclosed in 
a paper box with a window, this cookie exudes elegance 
and aesthetics. Personalize the packaging's appearance 
by selecting from three paper options: white, kraft, 
or ecru, enhanced with grass fibers.

We're thrilled to o�er dual personalization for this product 
– your logo will grace both the cookie itself and the 
packaging. The fully customizable paper box allows us to 
print your logo, graphics, or any desired content on it.

With the potency of double personalization, this product 
transforms into not just an eye-catching company 
keepsake, but also an impactful marketing asset that 
surprises and resonates with recipients' tastes.

ADVERTISING SPICY 
COOKIE MINI - HOUSE

cat. no.: 0522/PUZZEL

ADVERTISING SPICY 
COOKIE MINI 
- PUZZLE

cat. no.: 0522/RECTANGLE

ADVERTISING SPICY 
COOKIE MINI 
- RECTANGLE
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-spicy-cookie-mini-house/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0522/house&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-spicy-cookie-mini-rectangle/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0522/rectangle&utm_content=collection_gingerbread
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-spicy-cookie-mini-puzzle/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0522/puzzel&utm_content=collection_gingerbread


HALLOWEEN COLLECTION
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5 - TRICK OR TREAT 
MAILING CHOCOLATES SET
cat. no.: 0511

HALLOWEEN 
COLLECTION
Halloween isn't complete without sweets! Our incre-
dibly delicious collection embodies our imaginative 
take on sweetness. From pumpkin-shaped candies, 
skulls, and tombstones to caramels as dark as the 
night - these unique treats are inspired by the eerie 
Halloween ambiance. 

The captivating graphic designs adorning the 
Halloween edition packaging were crafted by 
renowned artist, Anna Rudak. However, if you have 
your own vision in mind, we're eager to bring it to life.

Don't let this once-a-year chance slip by to surprise 
your customers and amplify your advertising messa-
ge! With our sweet collection, the possibilities are 
endless. Halloween  without our delectable treats is 
way too tricky!

1 - CHOCOLATE LOLLIPOP 
PUMPKIN
cat. no.: 0510

4 - PRALINES SWEET 
GRAVESTONES 6 PCS
cat. no.: 0514

6 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
MIDI CLIC CLAC TIN
cat. no.: 0205

7 - LOLLIPOP LOGOPOP 
PRINT
cat. no.: 0190

8 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
CANDY BOX
cat. no.: 0329

9 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SMART BOX JAR
cat. no.: 0341

2 - PRALINES SPOOKY 
COFFIN    
cat. no.: 0509

3 - PRALINES SPOOKY 
MOMENTS  
cat. no.: 0508
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/chocolate-lollipop-pumpkin/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0510&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/pralines-spooky-coffin/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0509&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/pralines-spooky-moments/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0508&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/pralines-sweet-gravestones-6-pcs/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0514&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/trick-or-treat-mailing-chocolates-set/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0511&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/advertising-sweets-midi-clic-clac-tin-3/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0205/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/lollipop-logopop-print-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0190/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/advertising-sweets-candy-box-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0329/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/advertising-sweets-smart-box-jar-5/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0341/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween


cat. no.: 0507
Indulge in this irresistibly delicious set - perfect for leaving a remarkable impression.

Discover four delectable pralines, including two sumptuous white chocolates filled with sweet almonds, straight from the warmth 
of Sicily. The remaining two pralines feature milk chocolate blended with hibiscus and fresh lemon, crafting a uniquely subtle 
fusion of flavors.

Highlighting the spirit of Halloween, the chocolate skulls add a touch of festive symbolism, making them an ideal and impactful 
advertising gadget for the autumn season.

Encased in FSC-certified paper packaging, you have the choice of three distinct graphic versions adorned with Halloween-the-
med motifs such as ghosts, pumpkins, moons, black cats, and bones. What's more, we o�er personalized packaging displaying 
your company logo or entirely new graphics. This eco-friendly packaging comprises solely of paper materials.

Notably, the captivating designs for our Halloween edition were curated by the renowned artist Anna Rudak. However, we also 
o�er tailored graphic designs exclusively for your brand.

PRALINES SPOOKY 
MOMENTS QUARTET

cat. no.: 0474C
Embrace the spirit of Halloween with our pumpkin-shaped chocolate 
pralines - a delightful sweet gadget for your brand.

During the fall season, our creativity soars to bring forth these Hallo-
ween-themed pumpkins. Made from Cocoa Horizons certified milk 
chocolate filled with Sicilian hazelnut, these pralines come in eye-cat-
ching pumpkin-shaped packaging - a simple yet impactful sweet 
advertising tool that's essential for your company's autumn lineup.

The pralines are wrapped in fully recyclable aluminum foil. Meanwhile, 
the holder features an iconic Halloween pattern and is crafted from 
FSC-certified paper sourced from sustainable origins. Choose from our 
paper options: white, kraft, or ecru - the most ecological choice with 
added grass fibers.

Personalize this Halloween delight with your brand logo. Opt for this 
perfect sweet corporate Halloween gadget while prioritizing our 
planet!

PRALINE SWEET 
SPHERE HOLDER - CIRCLE
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white chocolate 
with pistachio filling

milk chocolate 
with hibiscus and lemon filling
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/praline-sweet-sphere-holder-circle-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0474c/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/pralines-spooky-moments-quartet/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0507&utm_content=collection_halloween


Explore the allure of white chocolate crafted into diverse shapes adorned with captivating designs.
Our creative artistry extends to painting custom images on the chocolate canvas, showcasing your logo, 

graphics, or desired content. Witness firsthand the potent impact of dual personalization 
- both on the product and its packaging.

Elevate your promotional campaign with a chocolate owl - this 
unique advertising gadget embodies creativity. These mysterio-
us birds, known for their piercing gaze, epitomize the dark allure 
of Halloween, serving as the prime inspiration for our thematic 
collection.

Our chocolate owl, an exquisite product, merits fitting packa-
ging. Thus, we encased it in a windowed box, perfectly showca-
sing the chocolate's distinctive form. Crucially, the packaging is 
crafted from FSC-certified paper and o�ers three distinct 
graphic variants embracing Halloween aesthetics.

To infuse more character into this gadget, we personalize 
the packaging with your brand logo. While the Halloween 
edition designs were crafted by the renowned artist Anna 
Rudak, we remain open to creating custom graphic designs 
to match your vision.

Choose from three paper types: white, kraft, and ecru with 
added grass fibers - the most eco-friendly option.

cat. no.: 0513

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
OWL

cat. no.: 0378P/CIRCLE

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI CIRCLE 
PRINT

cat. no.: 0378P/CALENDAR CARD

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT MINI 
CALENDAR CARD PRINT
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-owl/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0513&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-circle-print-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/circle/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-mini-calendar-card-print-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0378p/calendar card/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween


We improved their composition!
 
We personalize directly on the cake with edible 
and completely safe food coloring inks from 
certified suppliers. It gives you the opportunity 
to make any print with colorful graphics, 
logo or name of your company. 

We use inks without ingredients of animal origin 
and GMOs.

W
hat’s inside the cookie?

wheat flour, sugar, 
vegetable oil (shea, coconut, 

rapeseed), syrup, baking 
powder, cloves, cinnamon, 
ginger, salt, natural flavor

Logo Cookie
Endless customization

possibilities. 

cat. no.: 0406

ADVERTISING COOKIES 
LOGO COOKIE BAG

cat. no.: 0355

ADVERTISING COOKIES 
LOGO COOKIE BOX 6 PCS
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-bag-3/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0406/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-box-6-pcs-3/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0355/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween


CANDY SET 
DISPLAY MIDI  
cat. no.: 0044
We all associate Halloween with sweets. If you're 
seeking an unconventional corporate gift or aiming to 
infuse your company with a Halloween vibe, opt for 
these distinctive black candies boasting an intense 
forest fruit flavor.

Enclosed in a paper display box, these black candies 
ensure easy access and will elevate the allure of any 
Halloween event. Perfect for company trick-or-treating! 
Furthermore, we'll personalize the packaging by showca-
sing your brand logo.

The Halloween edition packaging designs were artfully 
crafted by the renowned artist, Anna Rudak. Naturally, 
we're capable of tailoring the graphic design exclusively 
for your needs.

Choose from three paper types: white, kraft, or ecru 
(featuring grass fibers), o�ering an environmentally 
conscious selection.

The eye-catching display packaging can be repurposed 
after the sweets are gone, making ordering a larger 
batch of this product worthwhile.

With a stock of Display Midi black candies, your brand 
will be ready to embrace Halloween in style.

SET OF ADVERTISING 
SWEETS DELICACIES BAG

Indulge in the delightful blend of strawberry-infused 
white chocolate dusted in strawberry powder - a delec-
table treat packaged uniquely for Halloween. Aromatic 
dried fruits enrobed in creamy white chocolate are 
sealed in 100% compostable foil and presented in paper 
packaging featuring a window for a captivating display 
of the product.

For Halloween, we present three versions of graphic 
design of the packaging adorned with thematic motifs 
- pumpkins, ghosts, and black cats. Crafted by the 
renowned artist Anna Rudak, these designs can be 
customized to your preferences if you have your own 
vision.

This sweet advertising gadget adds zest to your marke-
ting communication and sets the tone for Halloween 
celebrations. The packaging, made of FSC-certified 
paper, o�ers personalization options with your logo, 
slogan, and desired graphics. Choose from our selection 
of paper types - white, kraft, and ecru with grass fibers 
- the most environmentally friendly choice.

cat. no.: 0352
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/set-of-advertising-sweets-delicacies-bag-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0352/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
https://slodkie.eu/offer/christmas-sweets/halloween-sweets/candy-set-display-midi-2/?utm_source=catalog&utm_medium=catalog_2024&utm_campaign=catalog_en &utm_term=0044/halloween&utm_content=collection_halloween
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We have been producing advertising sweets since 1997 
and our customers, their satisfaction and loyalty have 
always been the most important for us. For this reason, 
we’re constantly modernizing our machine park, inve-
sting in modern technologies, machines and production 
processes.

Company gifts ordered from us are always of the 
highest quality. We have great proof of this, because 
the 11th year in a row, as the first on the Polish 
market of advertising sweets, we successfully 
passed the audit and obtained the International 
Featured Standard (IFS Food) certificate. It is a guaran-
tee that our products are manufactured, packaged 
and distributed in accordance with the highest 
international food safety standards.

What should you know about IFS?

IFS Food is an international standard for assessing 
the compatibility of products and processes regarding 
food safety and quality. From the perspective 
of a manufacturer of advertising sweets, 
this is a significant certification, which attests to the 
company's attention to the highest level of its products. 
Obtaining this certification involves documenting the 
high quality of the origin of the raw materials used, 
origin of raw materials used in production, possession 
of Food Defence principles in the plant, as well as 
ensuring continuous improvement of the company.

IFS FOOD responds to the needs of consumers, 
suppliers and retailers in terms of constantly mainta-
ining high quality products. Obtaining it means syste-
matic analysis and supervision of all production 
processes of our choices.

We are glad that SLODKIE has had the IFS 
FOOD certificate for over nine years, which 
covers our entire product range and every 
element of the production process!

The IFS Food standard specifies not only 
the restrictive requirements for food production, 
but also the conditions regarding:

International guarantor 
of food safety

Management and involvement in supporting 

the sustainability of food safety culture 

and food quality assurance policy.

Food Quality and Safety Management System 

– regarding meeting the legal requirements 

of food safety and customer specifications. 

Measurement, analysis and improvement - in terms 

of control, validation of processes and management 

of complaints and corrective actions. 

Food Protection Plan in the context of protecting 

the integrity of the company and manufactured 

products.




